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Citizenship at York

Senate vote on secret statistics
By DAVID CHUD At Tuesday’s meeting the

A heated debate arose at student council distributed a memo 
Tuesday’s university senate charging the administration with 
meeting when some senators “doing a great disservice to the 
demanded that this year’s members of the university corn- 
statistics on the citizenship of York munity as well as to the public, 
faculty and graduate students be “Our energies should be directed 
kept secret. towards seeking out and seriously

One senator said making the analyzing the areas of study in 
statistics public “opens the ground which foreign influence is greatest, 
for the witch-hunters” and senate As students we are concerned with 
should not “bow to the whims of the the content of education at this 
few rabble-rousers.”

Following a forty-five minute it is necessary to be aware of how 
debate, the senate, York’s highest citizenship and educational 
academic body composed of senior training of professors and aspiring 
faculty and administrators, professors are related to what is 
decided to postpone decision on the actually taught in the classroom, 
matter until today’s regular “Furthermore,. the lack of 
meeting.

The meeting is at 4:30 in the impedes rather than enhances the 
ninth floor senate chambers, development of a spirit of 
Murray Ross building. cooperation and community within

Last year’s release of the York University.” 
statistics created a controversy at Harry Crowe, dean of Atkinson 
York when it was discovered College, proposed a motion that the 
Canadians were a minority in information be included in the 
many departments. report, but the motion was referred

In sociology, for instance, 92% of to today’s meeting after long 
Ph.D. candidates were non- debate.
Canadian. Many were American. Earlier on Tuesday Slater, in

explaining the reason for the 
confidential statistics, told Ex- 
calibur :

“The main consideration is the 
privacy of individual students and 
faculty members. As far as I’m 
concerned the only confidentiality 
that I feel strongly about is this 
one. Secondly, every individual is 
unique and we must be careful to 
group statistics into meaningful 
categories.”

When reminded that in some 
departments the information could 
be obtained anyway, for example 
by any student member of the 
hiring committee in political 
science, Slater asked, “Don’t you 
consider that odd?”

In the draft brief, prepared by Later he said, “some depart- 
president David Slater and other ments don’t give a damn about the 
top university officials, York said privacy of individuals.” 
they would give the statistics for However, Slater said his mind 
York as a whole, but would not was open on the subject and he 
break it down by department or would consider releasing the in
discipline “for reasons of con- formation, 
fidentiality.”

spoke several times in favour of 
making the statistics public. “I don’t see how individuals information for educational pur-

could be determined by looking at poses. This is a political issue and 
Student Senator Norm Gibson the figures,” Gibson continued, they want the figures for political

argued, “This is a matter of im- °ut even if they could I don’t see reasons.”
portance to the senate and the what difference it makes. Why Gibson replied, “I don’t pretend
university. The Ontario govern- should someone be embarrassed to know why the Ontario govern
ment asked for the statistics. If his citizenship? ment wants them. But are we going
they are important to the covern* Donald Solitar, mathematics to start now excluding information 
ment they should be important to d®Partment chairman, answered, that could be political’ from the 
this senate. The government didn’t ask for the senate?”

university, and as a starting point

u to riaear enopenness in releasing this data
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UJaç iThe issue arose Tuesday when 

the Council of the York Student 
Federation 
university’s deliberate omission of 
the statistics in a brief prepared 
for the Ontario government’s 
Committee on University Affairs.

^ aren'tprotested the
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Each year the university 
prepares such a brief requesting 
operating funds for the year. This 
year the CUA asked all universities 
for such faculty information as 
“country of residence in year 
previous 
citizenship status at birth, country 
of first degree, country of last 
degree.”

appointment,to
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Vote on Glendon French
By DAVID STARBUCK

Glendon College Faculty Council 
will vote today on a motion to 
abolish compulsory French and 
suspend the prerequisite of Grade 
12 French for admission to Glen
don. It is generally expected that 
the motion will pass handily.

The compulsory nature of 
French studies at Glendon has long 
been linked to the continuous 
decline in enrollment since 1967. In 
addition student discontent with 
the French courses has steadily 
increased.

The stimulus for the proposed 
change came when David Slater, 
new president of York University, 
created a presidential task force to 
study Glendon College September 
14. Slater implied that if Glendon 
officials could not quickly find a

way of resolving its enrollment the task force threatens the con- 
difficulties, Glendon would be tinuing unique nature of Glendon 
made into another faculty of arts 
college.

Several students circulated a 
phamphlet calling for a general meaningful participation in these 
meeting to discuss the implications decisions affecting the future of 
of the task force. They believe that Glendon.

as a public affairs, bilingual, 
liberal arts college. They are also 
concerned that students have no

At the senate meeting Slater

Saywell charges 
Ko!ko victimized Library workers 

walk out on heatDean of arts, John Saywell, cept that Kolko’s remaining in 
Tuesday blasted the Canadian Canada is “not in the national 
government for not granting interest.” 
landed immigrant status to radical 
American historian Gabriel Kolko.

By RUTHIE CHUD 
York library workers walked off

building.
Following a mass meeting in the 

their jobs Monday afternoon morning to protest the 90 degree 
becauseof unbearable heat in their heat the staff went home with

permission of their department 
heads.

Kolko has been a constant critic 
of U.S. foreign policy and ad- 

Kolko, who received a tenured vocates “profound social change” 
position with York’s history in the U.S. which he says is trying 
department, is scheduled to teach t° create “total world economic 
this year. integration not on the basis of

equality but of domination.” Yippie yowlings Library director Thomas 
O’Connell, who was not consulted 
before the walk-out, was 
unavailable for comment at press 
time.

Not only was the cooling system 
turned off in the library, as in the 
rest of the university, but the 
heating system was also tested 
over the weekend creating the 
excessive heat.

A spokesman for D.A. Dawson, 
Assistant Director of Physical 
Plant, said, “The date for shutting 
off the cooling system throughout 
the university was advanced this 
year to save money because the 
budget of the physical plant was 
drastically cut.”

Monday afternoon physical plant 
consented to shut off the heating 
and tried to alleviate the heat by 
pumping in air from outside, which 
by this time was about 80 degrees.

Saywell charged that the “Ot
tawa bureaucracy” is denying the 
immigrant status needed to teach when Kolko was refused im- 
only because of Kolko’s “radical migrant status, 
politics” since he meets all ap
parent qualifications.

Saywell said he was “shocked”
(CUP) “Fuck Canada,” shouted American Yippie leader Abbie 

Hoffman to a group of Alberta students.
“The whole world is at war with the USA. Canada is the only 

country in the world which has surrendered without a shot.”
Hoffman was speaking to university students in Calgary and 

Edmonton Sept. 8-9 to raise money for the appeal trial of the 
‘Chicago conspiracy 8’ when he made the charges.

He told Canadians their role was to aid American draft dodgers 
and act as a secondary supply base for them.

He envisioned Canada as a buffer zone for draft dodgers, a place 
to rest before heading back to “the belly of the monster.”

A student in Calgary drew the loudest applause of the day when 
he protested that “the rebellion in the U.S. is not the same as what 
we’re rebelling against and Canada is not the States.”

Another audience member pointed out that Canada’s difficulties 
are related to U.S. domination.

Several Edmonton students who heard the same talk felt Hoff
man’s attitude towards Canada was strangely similar to that of 
non-radical Americans.

“It had never entered my head 
that he would not be admitted into

“My only conclusion is that the country.” 
Ottawa bureaucracy said, ‘Oh, York has appealed the ruling and 
boy, it s trouble and who needs js presently awaiting the outcome, 
him’,” Saywell said.

Although scheduled to teach at 
“We have no intention of letting York this year, Kolko would be 

it be and we will do everything we breaking the law should he do so 
possibly can to exert pressure.” without immigrant status.

Saywell was more optimistic last “We’re not letting him meet with 
week that the status would be his classes,” Saywell explained, 
granted, but said his source in 
Ottawa this week “didn’t sound as 
positive as he had before.”

Should the appeal on immigrant 
status fail York will aid Kolko in 
applying for a work permit which 

“They (the government) never would also allow him to teach, 
give reasons,” Saywell said, ex- Saywell said.
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Caretakers demand new union
By BRIAN MILNER fF-tr? s-xas?hased Bunding Servit Em- T t J interpreters were brought in to he says, it may be too late. around,” Barkley said,

based Building service h-m The work load is considered help Italian speaking employees (a
P °neiÜ? Inte£natl°Pal Umon Wlt*1 a “extremely heavy” by many of the majority) in the spring. They were 
well-known Canadian union. cleaners. (The union also includes not present at the December strike

Six workers took up a petition in tradesmen and parking at- vote.
Mw!y t0j,^nthe Tn andJU/Chti,yf tendants.) The building services union
obtained 130 signatures, about half d out al, nnfirps :the membership. One worker reports that he laJua„es n0w Baitiev hasm-

A vote taken Aug. 5 to decertify formerly had 28 washrooms to Mlguages now' ttarlUey h m 
or sanction the union won’t be clean on one nightshift. He now 
counted until the Department of estimates his workload at over 
Labour rules on a union motion to 20,000 sq. ft. per shift, including

washing, sweeping, and buffing.

The BSIU has good reason to But CURE is also a Canadian- 
suspect CURE. Two contracts, the based union and this has influenced 
Toronto Separate School Board at least some of the workers, 
and the Simcoe County Board, 
have been lost to CURE. “We want a Canadian union for

,__ Canadian employees,” Zampolin
CURE has an excellent con- said.

let 34 vacationing workers vote.
“CURE (Canadian Union of 

Public Employees) is behind the Zampolin claims the union

xsxss"”' - 5EPEEE
“These guys (dissident workers) putting in any grievances any 

show up with lawyers ... and we more.” 
can’t even afford them.”

if
■ JB■if*

Barkley, who took on the job of MPI 
Barkley bluntly described the repairing his union’s damaged "x'" 

workers’ actions : reputation in March, said Tuesday 
that “the workload problem and 
the representation problem exist 
because of a communication gap 
between the union and the em-

‘-•w'lw
! I“Disenchanted employees got 

together in conjunction with an 
outside union to throw us out.

>

-k.73 r
<-r-“As far as I’m personally con- ployees. 

cerned the ringleader is a paid 
hand.” J“Union meetings (to discuss 

policy) are open to them, but these
night cleaner hired last December, problems ^ave" carried^ been 

^ the shop steward leading the exaggerated ... and are essentially 
fight against the BSIU. untrue.

“I’m not an organizer, I’m just a 
fed up worker,” Zampolin said.

p?;

MM M 7.21'-Walter Zampolin, 29, an Osgoode

-Su

i“In all the cases of grievances 
„ . , ..... j 0131 have been brought to the
Grievances have multiplied union’s attention the problem has 

since last December when a strike been corrected,” he said 
motion was defeated by one vote on 
the advice of the union. The . 
problems then were mainly wages industrial participatory 
and the pension plan. democracy ... with the as workers

XT part of the decision-making
Now, besides wages, workers are process of the union ... eventually 

concerned about the work load, the university.”

■ -

“In Canada we try to run an

Excalibur - Tim ClarkChess-nuts, anyone?

(fa ~—~ . \ Student psychology course
panada briefs) gives self-determined credit

™" — By MIKE SAVAGE course, Philosophy of Humanistic said.
The Philosophy of Humanistic Psychology 11, which the psycholo- The student-run courses were 

Psychology is the name of York’s gy union, in room 249 of the intended to be organized and listed 
newest student-run course. behavioral sciences building, is in this year’s calendar. A proposal

OTTAWA (CUP) — Almost 100 per cent of those convicted for Organized by the psychology now organizing. to this effect made by a student to
marijuana and hashish possession are being punished with fines not jail ®tudents union the course was open Both courses will “call upon the undergraduate curriculum 
sentences, justice minister John Turner said last week. to anyone who has already taken resource people, rather than committee in March was rejected.

Speaking to a group of Roman Catholic lawyers in Toronto, he said that anX.psyc^ogy course- having the professor tell you where r-----------------------------------------
since the proclamation of the Criminal Records Act two months ago the . , course- limited to 15 persons, it’s at,” Grayman said,
nation’s courts were handing out summary rather than indictable convie- 18 "ready ^illed- A student can join either course
tions. Henry Grayman, a student by signing for psychology 389 or

The chief difference between the two types of convictions is severity of org£mizer, said, “This small psychology 489 and making a 
sentence. Summary convictions usually carry a maximum penalty of six nu*Jlber wil1 maximize cohesion contract with a psychology 
months in jail and a $500 fine while indictable offences usually mean any- 2?d allow for democratic process, professor to participate in the 
where from two years to life in a federal penitentiary. The only requirement is that course.

students attend 80 percent of The student agrees to cover a 
course meetings which will be held specified amount of work and, on 
at least once a week.” completion, receives a grade or a

Howard Halpern, another pass specified in the agreement, 
student organizer, said the course The course “does not have to be a 
is not a counter-course. It is a do-your-own-thing course... It’s for 

course in its own right and lasts a students interested in working 
lull year. together, who believe students can

There is, however, another help each other learn,” Halpern

Drug busts mainly fined

R TYPEWRITERS

E ADDING
MACHINESN

T“We do not want to send an entire generation to jail and we’re not 
doing so,” he said.

Turner also pointed out that if there is a summary conviction an in
dividual can apply in two years time to have his record wiped out.

STEREO TAPE 
RECORDERSA

L STEREO RECORD 
PLAYERS

S 698-2589Simon Fraser boycotted
DANFORTH 

TYPEWRITER 
Sales & Service

2940 Danforth Ave. 
FREE DELIVERY

BURNABY (CUP) — The Canadian Sociology and Anthropology F 
Association has advised its members not to accept employment at Simon 
Fraser University. j

The CSAA has also issued an appeal to sociology and anthropology | 
departments at other Canadian universities and abroad to offer positions I 
to faculty wishing to leave SFU. j

The move follows the recent refusal by SFU president Strand to abide I 
by an investigating committee’s ruling that there was “no cause for I 
dismissal” of the seven radical professors Strand fired earlier this year. I 

The committee called for the reinstatement of the suspended faculty I 
members. J j

Other academic associations that have already called for a censure of I 
SFU through the Canadian Association of University Teachers include I 
the American Sociology Association and the American Anthropological •

•|
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No funds for Canadian 
studies at Waterloo a WARNER BROTHERS 

RECORDING ARTISTWATERLOO — Powerful administrators at the University of Waterloo 
are sabotaging a Canadian studies program by stripping it of adequate 
funds, the student newspaper, the Chevron, reports.

According to the report, a group of professors drew up a “thin, sen
sible budget, with no padding added” of $20,000 for the program and 
presented it to then-acting arts dean Warren Ober, who told them there 
were not enough funds in the arts faculty budget for the project.

However, the report says, “Ober and Jay Minas, who was academic 
vice-president at the time, told President Retch there was enough money 
in the arts faculty budget and it would not be necessary to take any out of 
the academic development fund.

“They were either lying to the Canadian studies group or to Retch and 
after further checking it was found that they were lying to Fetch There 
were not enough resources in the arts faci ;ty budget.M
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Campus bus service cut (World Briefs)took most of their classes at theBy Murray Meldrum student complaints.
The university has drastically The bus, he says, is operated York Campus, 

cut bus service this year between basically to carry faculty with “The university felt obligated to 
the York and Glendon Campuses, commitments on both campuses, get these students to their classes

The service is being cut in half internal mail, library books, and back,” Dobbin explained.
and duplicated “The service was used enough to

justify the cost but not to SANTIAGO (Guardian) — Salvador Allende, Marxist vote-winner of
the recent presidential elections charged on Sept. 12 there was a plot to 

B.A. Dawson, Assistant Director assassinate him and he could identify the plotters, 
of Operations and Engineering, “The names will be available if anything happens to me.” he said.

The only students the university said last year’s service, consisting Allende won the presidential election Sept. 4 over two other candidates

Chilean Marxist fears plot
because the residence overflow is stationary 
no longer a problem and the material, 
university doesn’t plan to duplicate 
TTC service, the administration rather than a transportation

function, he says.

The bus serves a communication capacity.”

says.
A 44-seat bus will make round

trips every two hours between the feels duty-bound to provide inter- of hourly round trips with two but his election must now be ratified by the Chilean Congress, 
two campuses on weekdays. campus service for are those with small 9-seat buses and one 44- There is some speculation that the United States may intervene or

The bus leaves Glendon’s York classes on both campuses. sealer, cost about $15,000. sponsor a coup should Allende take power.
Hall at 8:10, 10:10, 1:10, 3:10, and “The service was never meant to “The reduction is just one of Allende intends to nationalize U.S. copper interests in Chile,
leaves the main campus for compete with the TTC,” Dobbin many cutbacks that the university 
Glendon at 9:15, 11:15, 2:15, and said, “but students have never has been forcéd to make this year
4:15. been refused the opportunity to in order to lower their operating

The two York stops are outside hitchhike with the service if seats costs for this fiscal year in light of
Founders College and near Burton were available and will not be reduced operating funds for this
Auditorium. The bus leaves the refused this year.” year,” Dawson said.
Founders stop ten minutes before Last year a more extensive “However, the university may STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN (CUPI) — Six lieutenants who deserted the
the above times. service was operated due to an operate some sort of evening and Portuguese army said they had been trained in West Germany by U.S.

C.G. Dobbin, superintendent of overflow of students from the main weekend service if the demand army guerilla experts for action in Portuguese colonies,
grounds, has already received campus who lived at Glendon and warrants it.” The six, who are seeking political asylum in Sweden, said they

deserted and came to Sweden last week after receiving postings to 
Guinea and Mozambique, both Portuguese colonies.

The officers said they were trained as military engineers, but were 
posted to combat units after requesting to leave the armed forces for 
political reasons.

U.S. trains army 
for Portuguese

HEADQUARTERS
Ham let gone; gov'ts hiti

A\ Wl

FOR f PHNOM PENH (Guardian) — Some 20,000 Buddhist clergy and 
laymen recently issued a denunciation against the U.S.-backed Phnom 
Penh and Saigon governments for destroying an entire Cambodian 
hamlet and killing nearly all its inhabitants.

The incident, according to the Buddhists, took place June 26 when 
eight Cambodian planes circled Cong Pong Bung hamlet is Kompong 
Cham province and dropped hundreds of bombs and napalm.

The people could not escape, the statement said, because South 
Vietnamese tanks tightly encircled the area. Troops then entered the 
hamlet and hurled hand grenades into the air-raid shelters. In some cases 
whole families were killed in the shelters.

“The enemy troops also looted gold, silver, other treasures as well as 
poultry from the masses and raped the women,” the statement said.

YORK
JACKETS 

LEVI'S AND LEES
i BLAZERS and CRESTS 

CRESTED SWEATSHIRTS

MaP \

/ Vote on police control/\

@Cot6e& -dtct.\
BERKELEY (Tribe) — Fifteen thousand people have signed a 

petition demanding community control of police. This will be placed on 
the ballot next November.

The community control petition sets up three separate police 
departments, all under control of a community council : one for the black 
community, one for the university community and one for the rest of 
Berkeley. Under the plan, all police must live in the city of Berkeley.

401 YONGE ST. (at Gerrard) TORONTO 200, ONT. 
PHONE .108-7729 j;

discoveriesonly
four weeks 
to subscribe IN NEW MUSIC

DORIAN WOODWIND QUINTET NEW MUSIC FROM MONTREAL

OCTOBER 19th (MONDAY) JANUARY 29th (FRIDAY)

The Société de Musique Contemporaine du 
Quebec, now entering its sixth season, in a 
program of contemporary works never before 
heard in Toronto. The first company in Canada 
to present contemporary music programs under 
proper conditions, the Société began with an 
initial grant of $15,000 from the Quebec govern
ment. It has already presented more than 40 
works by Canadian composers. Under the 
direction of Serge Garant, the group has been 
hailed as "one of the finest companies of its type 
in North America".

Organized in 1961 at Tanglewood, The Dorian has 
become an outstanding participant in the world 
of chamber music having performed throughout 
North America, Europe and Africa. Presented 
here — their only Toronto appearance this year 
— in a program of contemporary works in
cluding the Canadian premiere of a new piece by 
Berio.

"More than excellent" - New York Post
"Strong,' expressive musicians" - New York 

Times
"They combine freshness, drive and polish"

- Toronto Star

LASALLE STRING QUARTET FROM THE ELECTRIC EAR

NOVEMBER 2nd (MONDAY) FEBRUARY22nd (MONDAY)

"Not reviews but paens of praise should be 
written for these four musicians," wrote the 
Vienna Kurier last year. A brilliant ensemble 
which has played at the world's leading music 
festivals in a unique program of modern works 
including Penderecki, Lutoslawsici and Ligeti. 

"Outstanding" - The Times of London 
"Deeply impressive" - Die Presse, Vienna 
"An excellent group by any yardstick"

- Washington Post

Members of New York's most exciting new 
electronic music group, The Electric Ear, in a 
full evening's work entitled HOW MUCH 
BETTER IF PLYMOUTH ROCK HAD LANDED 
ON THE PILGRIMS. Created by David 
Rosen boom who describes the work as "a living 
computer mix," the piece will be having its 
Canadian premiere at York.BURTON AUDITORIUM 

BOX OFFICE 
635-2370

Subscription to all four:
$12.50 ($9.50 York Staff; 

$7.00 students)
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Consumer pays cost \
X

Bookstore bubble bursts
, PoUcB

IN Book%-to%£ pc
bT SOOTS'

impossible to provide books to the community at a 
reasonable rate and that your solution to the problem 
is to pass the cost on to the consumer by selling these 
other products?

ZALEWSKI: What’s the alternative?
EXCALIBUR: Why don’t you go the other way, to 

your boss the business manager or the vice-president 
for finance and tell them that it’s impossible to sell 
the books at a reasonable rate and that they should 
look for a solution that doesn’t involve the consumer?

ZALEWSKI : That would mean that the university 
would have to go to the government for an additional 
grant and if they received money for us it wouldn’t be 
fair to the private businessman. Anyway we never 
eclipse our primary function which is to provide A persistent student replaced this warning sign four times, only 
books. We plan no more than 20%of sales at any time f0 have it torn down by an unidentified agent of the bookstore,
on non-book items. Right now we are well below 15%

EXCALIBUR: How does somebody become the 
manager of the York University bookstore?

ZALEWSKI: I dropped out of the University of 
Buffalo and answered an ad in the paper for a 
management trainee. What they wanted was a book 
clerk. I spent three years at U.B. as a stock clerk and 
slowly worked my way up doing various jobs in the 
bookstore there. Later I took a job setting up the 
bookstore in a new community college in Niagara 
Falls, New York. I also worked in the bookstore at 
Cornell and for private publishers. When I was 
working for one publisher my territory included 
Toronto. I liked it here so when I saw the ad for the 
York bookstore I applied.

EXCALIBUR: Was there any other reason for 
coming here?

ZALEWSKI: I belong to the United States Air 
Force Reserve. My major reason for coming to 
Canada was a personal political one. Second it was a 
vocational one. Joining the reserve and not deserting 
was the most difficult single thing I’ve ever done. It’s 
not consistent with my personal beliefs and yet I’m 
not willing to make the withdrawal at the price that 
would be necessary.

EXCALIBUR: What do you think about the talk 
that has been circulating about a union of York 
students who work part-time at the university?

ZALEWSKI: It may be a very good and legitimate 
avenue of making working students, especially those 
with specific skills, available to those departments of 
the university who can use them.

Interview with S.A. Zalewski, manager 
of the York bookstore, compiled by David Chud.

EXCALIBUR: Where does the bookstore fit in as 
far as the rest of the university bureaucracy goes?

ZALEWSKI: The bookstore is a service under the 
ancillary services provided by the university. We are 
under J.R. Allen the business manager of the 
university and are also responsible to the vice- 
president for finance. As well we are responsible to 
the bookstore committee (made up of faculty ad
ministration and students) for service factors.

EXCALIBUR: What do you see as the function of 
the bookstore?

ZALEWSKI: I see these functions : 1) To provide 
the community with instructional materials, par
ticularly books for classroom use. 2) To provide 
books to the community at a competitive purchase 
price for individual consumption.

EXCALIBUR: What are your problems as a 
bookstore manager?

ZALEWSKI: The biggest problem is to fulfil our 
major function, which is selling books, in a way which 
is acceptable to the consumer and at the same time 
allows us to fulfil our practical responsibilities to the 
university. This includes trying to run the store on as 
close to a break even basis as possible. This has 
proven to be almost impossible.

It’s natural for the students to assume that since 
book prices are rising the store is making a profit but 
prices are rising selectively because the publishers 
have raised their prices in selective cases.

EXCALIBUR: Why are you selling stereo sets and 
radios, etc.?.

ZALEWSKI: We sold cassette tape recorders last 
year and we had a very good response. We’ve decided 
this year to move into original art, prints and the 
larger appliances. Although they’re really marginal 
to education we feel they’re legitimate products for 
us to sell. The student response will be the telling 
factor in these cases.

EXCALIBUR: Doesn’t the fact that the rate of 
profit is higher on these items have something to do 
with the fact that you’re selling them?

ZALEWSKI: Yes that’s true. Selling these products 
allows us to provide books to the community at a 
more reasonable rate.

EXCALIBUR: But aren’t you really saying that it’s

COLLEGE OF JEWISH STUDIES OF BETH TZEDEC 
CONGREGATION

1700 BATHURST STREET

REGISTER NOW FOR NEW ACADEMIC YEAR

Twelve courses of instruction are offered on Monday and Wednesday 
evenings, twenty-seven weeks, including courses in Bible; Talmud; Jewish 
Social History; Contemporary Jewish Thought; Modern Hebrew Literature; 
Jewish Pedagogy.

Faculty includes Professor Emil Fackenheim of the University of Toronto; 
Dr. I. Rabinowitz, Professor Emeritus, College of Jewish Studies, Chicago; 
Professor Arnold Ages, University of Waterloo; Rabbi Michael G. Brown of 
York University and others.

For information call 787-0381.

I

!ith- ' r LevisNominations — 
Science Student Faculty 

Liason Committee
Nominations for the committee 

are open September 21-28. 3 Names 
are required for nomination form. 
Forms may be obtained from1 
Room 247 Farquharson.

Elections to beheld on October 2. 
First and second year students 
vote either in class or at Room 247 
Farquharson and third and fourth 
year students vote in Room 247 
Farquharson.

WORLD SECURITY AND THE UNITED NATIONS 1

®

Mr. RAJESHWAR DAYAL
/ Je\ y \r^r\\ v

Indian career diplomat with ambassadorial postings 
in Moscow, Yugoslavia, Pakistan and France. Per
manent Representative of India to the U.N. (1952-54) ; 
Peacekeeping duties in Korea and the Lebanon; Head 
of U.N. Peacekeeping Operation in the Congo (Sept. 
1960 - June 1961). Currently at the U.N. in New York 
and lecturing at Princeton.

THURSDAY. October 1, at 8:15p.m.

The OISE Building — Room 204,
262 Bloor Street West (West Entrance)

presented by

! //
' U*
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v\ V \\l

COUBTON UÜ
v xrun hll

v«is; 1
*:

iX- \CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL
AFFAIRS/A-

/•-. L-J \ i.For further information call Mr. James Clare at 924-6868.
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Special Student Reductions /•-

Noisy Car? 
Muffle It!

for
$10.?SHAIR New flared version of Levi's popular dress-up jeans. 

Rugged homespun in popular fashion colors. Carefree 
because they're Levi's Sta-Prest.

Or it might muffle 
your engine. Leave 
your car before 
classes and pick it up 
later. We expertly 
replace or fix com
plete 
systems at sensible 
rates.

- -WHILE THEY LASTI
Look over our Special 

Fall Clearance of125 rear orchestra seats are now available on 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday 
evenings at a specially reduced rate for 
student groups purchasing tickets in advance. 
The group must number over 25. Call 
Maureen O'Donnell at 416 360-1442 for 
further information.

exhaust

DRESS SLACKS $10Æfimported

GALLElLO'S 
Ira SERVICE

(At this price, Alterations have to be charged extra, of course.)

3374 KEELE ST.
Note:
formances with lower-scaled ticket prices— 
Sundays and Wednesdays at 2:30 p.m.

There are now two matinee per-(NORTH OF SHEPPARD)| 
PHONE 638-3171 mV.

SEE HAIR SOON BEFORE IT LEAVES TORONTO!Sensible Rates YOR K lAWPUS
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Excalibur Everything secret degenerates; nothing is safe that does not show it 
sion and publicity — Lord Acton can bear discus-

Citizenship statistics 
must be released y

A1. Draft ■ Dodger^ ^Today York’s senate decides 
whether or not to release information 
on the citizenship and educational 
training of faculty members and 
graduate students — and it’s no secret 
why many professors want these 
figures kept secret.

put Canadian content into their 
courses.

This year, however, it has become 
apparent that certain professors, both 
American and American-trained 
Canadians, hope to suppress in- 
formation in an attempt to undercut 

Last year when these statistics the nationalists on campus 
were released people at York These professors will, no doubt 
discovered that many arts depart- claim their academic freedom to 
ments were controlled by Americans teach what they want is being violated 
and American-trained Canadians. — their freedom to ignore Canadian 

Students began to see a relationship Problems (although the Canadian 
between these statistics and the lack )axPay®r PjW8 their salaries) and 
of Canadian content in most of their ,to withhold from
courses. They noticed that American iE" st,uf1ent® ^ information 
professors were ignoring Canadian intellectual tools needed toissues simply because 8they were hldf^f fh™ Sf°Ciet7in this northern 
unfamiliar with them half of the continent.
the nature of York educatiorfright în ho^

to classroom, demanding professors

yCi &

Vi

ï/l/KMÉi f IV
■4

* sV
(D i

YM

""father «.anH»35 !n,erna';“d the mas,er race mentality inherent in American culture
Rather than developing their own strategy geared to Canadian particularities the Canadian

‘ST, riT1'" p~. £££>” iS
TJ y^iïSrZ “end "a reUI, 

Food - HffTdSEfÎH Utke yerf price’ but the bookstore is free to ignore it

rgrsrtfsaftts
for example, a shipment of hardcovers 
came in when the paperback editions were Jacob S. Ziegel 

D KK .. ... ordered, and consequently one course is Professor of Law
Bobbs-MemU’ Rinehart or Riverside paying an extra seven dollars per copy Oseoode Hall î Snh™i
with the exception of maybe a dozen because of the bookstore’s laziness (and V? „ LaW

titles) is available in Signet, Washington greed?). Yellow journalism but
Square or Bantam; that Delta is just an Further, the bookstore is well aware of . urnansm OUT
Sve Dell edition; and that Fit- how cheaply editions may be bought, but With imagination
zgeraid and Hemingway, who seem for various reasons, doesn’t help the profs Dear Sir

^ribner’s ln Pickin8 the cheapest. Moreover, the I wonder whether any of your readers
n ; ^ ®n my sbelf m 854 Penguins, bookstore could easily be buying books were gullible enough to believe that vnrk

ville and AvenueVoadf^^t 7dlar (Yor^‘ ^eCtly ,from the Publishers, since they University was “ordered” (by the Com-
thecaL ^sShemeaurif}gnf°ranCe,S en°,Ugh qaantity* yet, again monwealth of Pennsylvania) to comply
andean’ Inî meagrest ^excuses, out of laziness, does all the purchasing with a state law calling for the keeping of

TLere ic If contlnuing val‘dlty tbr0lJgh a c°uPle of wholesale distributors files on the political Activities of Penn-
There is yet another reason the faculty which is why they can’t afford to cut the sylvania students attending York

may cling to expensive books, and that is cover price substantially. “York told to comply with U S state
uniformity A prof wants to be able to refer K it weren’t for the fact that the law” (Excalibuï ÆtemberHs suJe v 
to lAAfLlrLT 8’ 3nd alao WantS a book bookstore carries books that no place else one of the most imaginative pieces of
to last several years and a dozen readings, does, I m sure there would already have ‘yellow journalism’ since thpP Hearst
which lets out 354 Washington Square been several boycotts. As it is we are stuck newspapers covered the sinking nf thi
editions of Huck Finn. But even so, in one way the hell up"shit’s creek, with noEg Maine P " mg °f the
English course of mine, the recommended we can do to save ourselves, 
editions (the cheapest the prof knew of) 
totalled $18.95.1 bought them for $20.55. No 
matter how you look at it, vellum finish 
and steel engravure cannot outweigh the 
amount of good reading that $8.40 can buy 

But the true responsibility lies with the 
York bookstore, who have been

Letters to the Editor
Profs and Z steal you "blind"

1 think it high time that the York 
bookstore be exposed for the crap that it 
is, and the faculty in general be made 
aware of the almost criminal negligence it 
perpetrates.

I spotted no less than six different 
paperback editions of Moby Dick on the 
shelves, all no doubt required by different 
professors. But surely the binding, the 
print size, the weight and the aesthetic 
appeal of a given edition at $2.45 don’t 
make that Melville any better than his 
poor (754) cousin. They all start out with 

Call me Ishmael” and proceed right 
along, unabridged, until the Rachel finds 
another orphan in place of her lost 
children. In text only the introductions are 
different; and if a prof seriously recom
mends Melville for his course because 
some other men wrote something clever 
about Melville’s symbolism, I must 
question that professor’s value as a 
teacher. Clearly the introductions can be 
competently covered in a lecture without 
necessitating an entire class’ purchase of 
an expensive edition.

Ferhaps it is only ignorance. Perhaps 
the faculty has really never paid attention 
to the fact that any fiction available in

in°tbhe”rty h1’8 probLem exists Primarily week entitled, "Pa. State TrwpersHeaded
AlthoV‘jTof to mo/LSgtS Sp?^’"'0’ “S'"" C°nfr°",S Ke>*>"e 

examples I have yet learned of is the half 
year science course whose prof is 
requiring $17 hardcover texts for each 
semester, when he knows very well that 
there are paperbacks available at $8.

To a certain extent there are some who 
ckm’t consider this a problem, figuring that 
it a kid can afford university, he can afford 
an extra $40 a year on special editions.
Tnats a pile of crap. The only real 
alternative a lot of people have is to rip-off 
the bookstore, which a lot of people are 
willmg to do. And that brings it all home to 
the faculty. How are they going to live on 
the royalties of their books’ sales, if their
them?tS 3re making a habit of stealing

There is a great deal of equity involved.
Everybody ends up broke and with a lot of 
irnwanted books on his hands. Except the 
bookstore. It just ends up broke.

We must break the bookstore’s 
monopoly, and we must also educate the 
spendthrifts on the faculty. And the time is 
now when the shelves are loaded with 
deluxe editions.
Dan Merkur 
Excalibur Staff

Christopher Maurer, ’73
(Ed. note: Anyone doubting the accuracy 
of our news report may view the Penn
sylvania document in question in the 
EXCALIBUR office.)

- 'sup
porting this operation for a long time. Of 
course they never draw attention to ai

Excalibur September 24, 1970 Convocation report 
incomplete without 
audience reaction

editor-in-chief bob roth
managing editor delores broten Dear Editor,

I noticed that in reading your account of 
Mr. Blumenthal’s speech on convocation 
day, you left out a few interesting facts. 
You did not mention that the audience’s 
reaction was that of anger and outrage, 
and that Mr. Blumenthal should spoil their 
day with his outburst of distorted facts and 
insults.

When the chancellor did remind Mr. 
Blumenthal that his five minutes

news staff greg mcconnell, brian milner, david chud, 
murray meldrum, mike savage, ruth 
chud, david starbuck 
tim dark

dan merkur, brian pearl, steve geller,
michael gould
rob rowland, tim dark

john rose, pete reeder, laurie kopitz

louise paradis, murray meldrum, karen 
snyder
roily stroeter

leo smits, jackie stroeter

photography 

cultural arts 

sports

graphics

layout

business and advertising manager 

advertising

i

were up
(as indeed they were) he also invited those 
who were interested in listening to the 
conclusion of Mr. Blumenthal’s speech to 
stay in their seats. NO ONE STAYED'

!

I:

Za/ewski passes the 
buck, for book 

buck hike

Marion Fralick

(Ed. note: Audience reaction to 
Blumenthal’8 speech is somewhat 
debatable. Prof. Gwen Matheson in a 
statement said she and ‘‘several of us in 
the audience protested loudly" when 
Blumenthal was cutoff; see her account in 
the student handbook, Manus, pg. 27. Also, 
no one stayed because Blumenthal, 
himself, left.)

editorial phone: 635-3201, 3202 
advertising phone: 635-3800 

controlled circulation: 15,000 Dear Sir, k*2a5
paid editorial of today’s date (Sept. 17). 
Section 34 of the Combines Investigation 
Act makes it an offence for a supplier to 
specify the price at which his goods shall 
be resold Mr. Zalewski cannot therefore 
be right when he tells us (with the aid of

50011 prices in the YORK 
BOOKSTORE are set by publishers or

excalibur, founded in 1966, is the york university weeklv and is 
t?Tndent p°lltically- opinions expressed are the writer’s and 
mtmhUnSlf T the resP°™biUty of the editor, excalibur is a
ZZt, taZd%ZZf‘y pr‘“ °nd “ *" on agent
2dlibtUfrTbliCatl0nS Under the «?£•UcouncPUof'theîork
student federation, office: central square (southeast corner), 
building, york university, 4700 keele st, downsview,

Letters not published this 
week will be held over to the 
next edition with apologies

roes
Ontario.

* 1**
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Drug abuse council 
for youth too slick

Via
Acampaign has been a big hit with parents.

CODA’s approach to the drug problem is often 
insulting to those who consider themselves "users” 
rather than “abusers” in their families:

. Loss of interest in school or social relation-

By BRIAN JOHNSON 
Reprinted from the Toronto Citizen

To listen to Nicholas Leluk, you’d think he was a 
born used-car salesman:

As executive secretary of the Council on Drug ,. , . x .....................
Abuse, he gets defensive when the public and press SalPs.- • .development of furtive habits. . .wearing of 
find bugs in what he’s selling. sunglasses at inappropriate times to hide dilated or

Critics charge the council is a front for drug constricted pupils. . .long-sleeved shirts worn con- 
companies and is becoming the laughing stock of the to hide needle marks on the arms.”
youth it’s trying to reach through a barrage of poster, Although youth have charged CODA is out of touch,
TV, and radio campaigns that ask “Do you know thTe business community doesn’t seem to mind, 
what you’re doing?” 1° *act> Leluk is reyling on that sector to provide

Pointing at a recent Time magazine article that 1’S2?’°9° for C?DA ? budget^ 
criticized CODA, Leluk rasped: “It’s a goddam , The largest donation so far — $25,000 — has come 
smear campaign. But I don’t give a shit if they call K°nler Stores Ltd., a drug manufacturer.
me a square and a member of the Establishment.” . . , , er’, . “rm s president, was H

Leluk doesn’t pretend to be hip. He’s a 35-year-old CODA s principal founder in 1968 and is now chair- ■ 
pharmacist who joined CODA after spending 11 years °f the council s board of directors. IM
working with Charlie Hammond, chief of the Narcotic . “Z1* w® re not a ^ront l°r the drug industry at all,” ■
Control Division of the federal government. Leluk insists. . ■

Unlike the new community relations policemen — Seed C&pit&l
dubbed Metro’s Mod Squad — he doesn’t wear any The drug industry provided the seed capital for 
camouflage. He prefers natty business suits. CODA, which is now looking to a broader base of

But then Leluk spends more time talking to business for funds, 
businessmen, politicians, and parents than to young Seven of CODA’s 15 directors are from drug 
people. One of his major tasks is to find $1,500,000 for companies.

a,mbitious campaign. CODA’s board of directors also includes : Frederick
CODAs job is to provide public information on Eaton, president of Eaton’s of Canada; E.G Burton

drugs, Leluk says. "We don’t do any moralizing. It’s vice-president of Robert Simpson Co.; John f!
just straight facts.” Bassett, vice-president of The Toronto Telegram; J.

Yet, CODA s drive has veered away from pure Dean Muncaster, president of Canadian Tire Corp • 
facts into sloganeering and scare campaigns. Michael Harrison, vice-president of Southam Press

Its stark black-and-white posters are slick Madison Ltd.; and Leon Weinstein, former president of 
Ave. morality tales with an explicit message: “Clean Loblaw Groceterias Ltd
up mind pollution,” “Sniff, smoke, pop, shoot, die,” “Drugs are becoming a very big problem in 

You can hide drugs from everyone but yourself,” companies,” Leluk says, 
and Drugs are for the sick.” CODA sends a special booklet to businesses, from

Leluk is quite proud of the posters, which were which it hopes to raise money. It’s entitled, “Take 
designed by Vickers and Benson, a large advertising look at what the competition is turning out.” 
agency that has done over $20,000 worth of work for The booklet says drug abuse is “an emergency 
n°tbmg. situation.” 7

The posters are intended to attract young people “We have tough competition to beat and we car 
and parents into drug stores, where the council has only do it if we all work together,” it urge» 
set up racks of pamphlets containing information on businessmen.
drM.8, . „ ... .. . .. . . . , The council is also looking to the federal am

It we turn off one kid through his own decision, provincial governments for $300,000. He’s optimistic 
Leluk says, “we think we’re doing something.” he says, since he already received verbal promises o

money from Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau am 
federal Health and Welfare Minister John Munro.

“Historically government has always been able to 
work well with the private sector,” Leluk says, “And
we are the private sector. We are a unique Nicholas Leluk executive secreterv «t Toronto citron conchebsorganization. Eva, the Americans have told us this.- Abuse, witif his pamphlets. Secretary <* ,h« °" Drug

n
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Turning off kids

But the campaign may be turning off more kids 
from CODA than from drugs. When 200 young people 
previewed the pomotional material last July, they 
said it was too slick to relate to youth. However, the
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Psych Services seen as irrelevant
By KAREN HOOD

Psychological services — what a forboding name that We came up with the idea of having just one centre 
where people could come for birth control counselling or 
information, for sex education, drug analysis, drug in
formation, drug crisis situations, pregnancy tests, 
abortion referral or for a talk if you just wanted to rap. We 
wanted to get a modern library together on birth control, 
drugs and sex. We wanted to compile information about 
the services on and off campus for referral if we come up 
with things we couldn’t handle. We had lots of good ideas 
and lots of good people to work with.

We needed money. We also wanted ideas. I asked John 
Becker, the assistant vice-president in charge of student 
services, if we could meet with some people from health 
services, psych services and the administration. Niven 
Thompson from health services, Becker, Dr. Pyke from 
psych services, and three of us met late one afternoon. 
Archie, a really good person from the Addicition Research 
Foundation came along to help us out.

We had a paper drawn up with all the details of the 
centre and its financial needs. Becker seemed to think 
that our plans were pretty good. Dr. Thompson was really 
enthusiastic — kept coming up with suggestions and said 
he would help us in any way he could.

Been done before
Becker asked Miss Pyke what she thought of it all. She 

started with the birth control part.
“Psych services had done all this before. Duplication of 

effort. Psych services plays an active role in conception 
control.”

I was surprised. I had never heard of psych services 
doing this sort of thing before. I asked why this service 
was never mentioned in their pamphlets.

“Personal counselling ! This was all part of their per
sonal counselling program.” Oh?

I asked her whether she thought people who wanted 
birth control information would think of going in to psych 
services for personal counselling.

Her reply? I only remember that it didn’t answer my 
question.

Before I go on with this, I want to make it clear that 
had no intention of cutting up psych services. All we 
wanted was to exchange ideas and receive some help.

She moved on to talk about crisis situations.
“Psych services had this well in hand. Emergency 

numbers were given to the switchboard and printed in 
Excalibur.”

I asked her whether she knew the switchboard closed at

10 p.m. and whether she thought people freaking out 
would have their newspapers handy.

Her reply — I don’t remember. It all sounded the same.
Then she launched into the drug situation.
“Although there was nothing last year, there is going to 

be a program this year.” Our centre? “Duplication.”

Duplication good
Bill Whitehouse who was quite involved in the psych 

services drug program spoke. He said essentially the 
services would be different and that any duplication that 
existed would be a good thing. He thought our idea 
good and that the programs would compliment 
another very nicely. Again, I don’t remember her reply 
but she didn’t look too happy.

Dr. Pyke left the meeting. After all, it was past five 
o’clock. I really didn’t mind — she had not once offered an 
encouraging word or a suggestion.

The rest of us stayed for quite a while. As it turned out, 
the others at the meeting were going to try to scrounge up 
some money and come up with some more ideas. In terms 
of the future existence of our plan, things were looking 
O K. In terms of psych services, things were looking 
rather depressing.

is.
When I first heard of its existence back in first year, I 

couldn’t imagine what it was. If you look up psychological 
in the dictionary it says: “mental processes and 
feelings.” It follows from here that this department must 
service your “mental processes and feelings."

But that sounds horrible. So mechanical. All kinds of 
visual pictures spring up. Men in white uniforms. Elec
trodes. Rats.

Anyway, its pretty difficult to figure out just what psych 
services is and once you have figured out what it is, it’s 
just as difficult to figure out why they are here.

Granted, some of the people in psych services like Peter 
Waxer and Bill Whitehouse are good — they are really 
trying to do something with it. However, too many of them 
are too busy justifying the existence of the department to 
make it a relevant thing.

was
one

Rap about suicide
About a year and a half ago, I had a talk with Sandra 

Pyke of psych services. One of the things that we talked 
about was suicide.

I wanted to know whether they had any way to handle 
crisis calls of that sort and whether there were very many 
of them. She said that as far as they knew, there had not 
been any suicides. I thought that that was pretty good.

Well, after that, I kept hearing about people who had 
committed or had tried to commit suicide. Although I 
could never find out whether these things really happen
ed, it left a rather disquieting feeling about Pyke’s words.

I asked other kids about this and they said the fact that 
psych services didn’t know about any attempted suicides 
just epitomized how much they knew about what was 
really happening on campus. But then, psych services is 
only open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. during the week and not 
much happens during those times except classes.

A new idea
This was a very discouraging experience. If you were 

around last year, you probably heard of Road — the 
student-run drug centre and the Birth Control Centre. 
Some of the people who worked in these centres and some 
people from the Alcohol and Drug Addiction Research
Foundation met a few times over the summer to think of 
new ways to handle these things.

Doesn’t service feelings
All of this has caused me to do a lot of thinking about 

psych, services. Their general approach seems best 
epitomized by their desensitization programs. “Do exams 
bug you? Well, come right in and we’ll help you to train 
your head and body so they won’t bother you anymore.”

Psych services doesn’t service your mental processes 
and feelings. It services a production-oriented society. 
Our society wants people who won’t get too bothered about 
ugly things like pollution or poverty. People who will help 
show a profit on the companies books. The training for this 
role begins in the school system. Psych services wants to 
help get you through it all. They want you to “fit in,” even 
if they have to chop your beliefs up so you can fit into a 
slot. If you think exams are dehumanizing and anti
intellectual, don’t blame it on the system. Blame it 
yourself. You haven’t adjusted properly.

Unless psych services begins to question the things in 
our society that are causing people to get screwed up and 
tries to change them for the betterment of the people in 
our society or university, it will never be more than the 
irrelevant department that it is now.

we
on
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ExcaliburTeach-in begins serious study
ExB/«sRoR„AY„sr,7op«d sysys.1"an eieh‘week ssrsssxisf?*countries are converging on The first four weeks of the studv nf /hi 1 ?s'"g tbe Pomt-of-view program from outside.

aasSS?,-1? ™

replace the old teach-in concept of It is hoped that the second half of Sdit//“dian ®ware of the . crisis in un
large, impersonal forums with the study-in will result in and wilKam TwLtnd.°fganl!,zer’ derdeveloped nations of the world
small study groups. examination of such areas as LatiS ÏIS r °f n' ̂  !n the Poorer sections of

A two day forum last weekend America and South Africa with Secretariat Cl bbean Reglonal £anada and vitiate some action
introduced participants to the research into the possibilities of Scïïn organizers said a verv K Z inf *■
world s development problems effective action for change qpHnne attomiv ho!Tk S31d 3 JC,y further information can be
from a conventional Canadian The second weekend8 forum invnl» d ^ .mada to «ftamed from the International
perspective. from Nov 13 15 will concentïïl ln™lve . P P outa de ‘i»e Teach-in Committee at 922-6854 or

Mitchell Sharp, Minister for — 15, will concentrate academic community by 922-6444.

External Affairs spoke Friday 
evening on Canadian Foreign 
Policy in the Third World.

A panel including CBC newsman 
Larry Zolf and MPP Steven Lewis, 
candidate for the Ontario New 
Democratic Party leadership 
challenged Mr. Sharp’s ideas.

These and other participants will

student
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5324 YONGE ST.
New & Used Electrics 
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DELIVERY 225-4121
AD HOC
So I'm sitting 
on this creek 
bottom,just 
rusting a bit, 
see

And along comes 
this fish hook 
and it pulls me 
out of the water.

Then I hear this 
guy swearing like mad at me.
"Damn pollution! 
Damn people!" 
he says.

Next thing I know 
I land in this 
rose bush. Well, 
at least I don't 
rust anymore• • •
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L WINDSOR COLLECTION XMAS 

CARDS
Regular $4.00.......

LARGE SELECTION OF BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS _ 
GIFT WRAP ETC., ALL AT 1/ 2 PRICE OR LESS

SPECIAL GROUP OF TOYS, GAMES, ETC.
Values from 49c to $4.00- ALL 1/2 PRICE

3 PC. NON RUST STRAINER SET 
Regular 98c..............................................

CHILDREN'S BIBLE STORIES $4.95.......

CHILDREN'S CROSSWORD BOOKS 
49c Value..................................................

ADULT CROSSWORD PUZZLE BOOKS 
50c Value...............................................

SUNGLASSES _ POLAROID 
PRIX
ALL 1/2 PRICE OFF SUGGESTED PRICE LIST!
PERSONA RAZOR BLADES'
75C Value..................................................

OLD SPICE AFTER SHAVE LOTION 
$2.00 Value..............................................

OLD SPICE COLOGNE 
$2.50 Value..............................................

OLD SPICE LIME DEODORANT SPRAY 
$1.75 Value..............................................

SCORE HAIR DRESSING 
$1.19 Value..............................................

SACCHARIN 1/2 GRAIN 1,000's 
$1.09 Value..............................................

SACCHARIN 1/4 GRAIN 1,000's 
89c Value..................................................
NIVEA CREAM, 4.1 oz.
$1.59 Value..............................

GARBAGE BAGS 
49C Value...

I
Hi .......................I......MM. 33C$1.88

ASA TABLETS, 100's 
39C Valuei à / i ::

rll I ...... .................. 19C1
BAND AID, 100's
$1.49 Value..............................................

FEMFRESH FEMININE DEODORANT SPRAY 
$1.79 Value............................................

PALS, 100's
$4.69 Value..............................................

PARDEC, 16 oz. Liquid
$3.35 Value..............................................

ASCORBIC ACID _ 250 mg., 100's 
$1.60 Value..............................................

TEK ADULT TOOTHBRUSH 
69C Value..................................................

RESCUE BREATH FRESHENER SPRAY 
$1.29 Value...............................................

BARRETTE _ NEW IMPORTED 
$1.19 Value...............................................

PNEUMATIC HAIR BRUSH 
$2.49 Value...............................................

HALO HAIR SPRAY
$1.59 Value...............................................

NICE 'N EASY HAIR COLOR 
$2.25 Value...............................................

ALBERTO V05 HAIR SPRAY 
$1.98 Value...............................................

WOODBURY CASTILE SHAMPOO 
$1.59 Value...............................................

TWICE AS NICE SHAMPOO 
89c Value.....................................

I
74C

P
m 49C

89Ci $1.99

$2.35
19C

Ibe $1.67
19C

IMPORTED _ GRAND 80C

34C

37C 59c
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Central Square • Humanities BuildingDEVELOPED BY A DOCTOR 
NOW USED BY MILLIONS OF WOMEN

TAMPAX TAMPONS ARE MADE ONLY BY 
CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION LTD., 
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1001 ways to cook crap by a welfare mother

Reprinted from Community Concern, the Just to have leftover chunks of beef. Nowhere has any 
Society Movement newspaper.

The truth is that we are the best financial jugglers 
‘expert’ told me how to buy food when half my rent around. Even John Anderson, the commissioner of 
has to come out of the food budget, or I need to take welfare for the city of Toronto, has admitted that. Our 

In all the low-income publications I come across I food money to buy drugs for a sick child. food budgets don’t come anywhere near amounts
see either a recipe column or mention of some groups TT ..... , , quoted in different guides as being the minimum
of ladies forming to stretch the food dollar. Maybe ^°w stores like Food-City who refuse to necessary.
some of you have wondered why you’ve never seen a cash welfare cheques unless you spend what they National Health and Welfare
wiener or hamburger mentioned by the just Safety ,1^0^$ aïïo^nfe to wîtftur?rise »e to? tot "ere I
SSXïïrT We,,are R‘gh'S mag" °r C°m- M to^!L tod1^ to to%eStome” m^^mcanaLlbe Hon. John Munro said at 

y voncern- had sufficient freezer or storage space, you still the time they’d have a four year study on it Another
For many years people have tried to say the would have to hang on to some money in case of some example of responsible government. We of the Just 

problem with poor people is they don’t know how to emergency through the month. I could go on and on Soaety Movement are sick of the kind of political 
budget properly. It’s been said so often that even but it’s not necessary. After all, we know the ‘experts’ structures that ignore people s needs. We are sick of 
some poor people believe it and seem to be out to know bugger all about poverty. economic system that destroys many for the sake

MMiSKtieTaiss; jssnsssts-rsi sms Ui”“ ~«^c°un 17 are
deserving. Sd a lot of otherwise intelligent people poor fat woman and say “She doesn’t look very As long as we spend our energies trying to be in- 
have their energies diverted into safe little projects hungry.’’ Well, isn’t that bright! Maybe she loves terior decorators in slums struggling to bring up our 
that take the heat off the real problems. salads, but they are expensive for welfare budgets, own family on less money than a foster parent gets,

Hie kids need something that sticks in their bellies, aspiring to be connoissuers of trash, we will remain 
Why can’t you ladies leave it to the home Hie people who laugh have never known what it does powerless. They’ll have more studies concerning our 

economists? I’m sure they sincerely think they’re to your guts to hear your child crying for food and problems with the attitude that we are the problem, 
doing a great service with their ridiculous columns of have nothing to give him. So we eat bread, macaroni, As long as they study poverty, they don’t have to ask 
low-income recipes. I appreciate the way they always potatoes. If we can buy meat At all, it’s cheap and has the right questions. In that way, there’s no danger 
tell you the cost of one serving is 14-3/ 4 cents. They a lot of fat. We feed our children first and then, yes, they will come up with the right answers. Poverty is 
have yet to tell me where to buy 17-1/ 3 cents worth of we eat all the leftovers, because we can’t stand to profitable to some people. When will they study 
cheese for grating, or how I get hold of a roast of beef waste food. That fat, my friend, is the fat of poverty, wealth in this country?
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STONE SOUP
Something to know dbout. THp nP/KPntc: lnfllfpH at Pflph nthpi* Thp travpllar^

“First we’ll need a large iron pot,” the travellers had entertained the king! Well!
sai~ . , ..... .... “But —no use askingfor what you don’t have," the

The peasants brought the largest pot they could travellers sighed.
else .t0 <?ook e,r?0U?'?L The peasants brought their barley from the lofts,

.„ThatAs I\one to° laf8e. said the travellers. But it they brought their milk from the wells. The travellers 
will do. And now, water to fiU it and a fire to heat it. stirred the barley and milk into the steaming broth 

A fire was built on the village square and the pot while ^ peasants stared, 
was sot to boil r

“And now, if you please, three round smooth At last the soup was ready, 
stones." “All of you shall taste," the travellers said. “But

Those were easy enough to find. first a table must set."
The peasants’eyes grew round as they watched the Great tables were placed in the square. And all

travellers drop the stones into the pot. round were lighted torches.
“Any soup needs salt and pepper,” said the Such a soup! How good it smelled! Truly fit for a 

travellers as they began to stir. l°n6-
Children ran to fetch salt and pepper. But then the peasants asked themselves, “Would
“Stones like these generally make good soup. But nf)t such a soup require bread — and a roast — and 

oh, if there were carrots, it would be much better." cider?” Soon a banquet was spread and everyone sat 
“Why, I think I have a carrot or two,” said Fran- down to eat. 

coise, and off she ran. ' Never had there been such a feast. Never had the
She came back with her apron full of carrots from peasants tasted such soup. And fancy, made from 

the bin beneath the red quilt. stones!
“A good stone soup should have cabbage," said the They ate and drank and ate and drank. And after 

travellers as they sliced the carrots into the pot. “But that they danced.
no use asking for what you don’t have." At last they were tired. Then the three travellers

“I think I could find a cabbage somewhere," said asked, “Is there not a loft where we could sleep?" 
Marie, and she hurried home. Back she came with . “Let three such wise and splendid gentlemen sleep 
three cabbages from the cupboard under the bed. 'n a loft? They must have the best beds in the 

“If only we had a bit of beef and a few potatoes, this village." ....
soup would be good enough for a rich man’s table." So the first traveller slept in the priest’s house.

The peasants thought that over. They remembered The second traveller slept in the baker’s house,
their potatoes and the sides of beef hanging in the And the third traveller slept in the mayor s house,
cellars. They ran to fetch them. In the morning, the whole village gathered to give

A rich man’s soup — and all from a few stones. It them a send-off. “Many thanks for what you have 
seemed like magic! taught us,” the peasants said. “We shall never go

“Ah," sighed the travellers as they stirred in the hungry, now that we know how to make soup from 
beef and potatoes, “if only we had a little barley and a stones." 
cup of milk! This soup would be fit for the king 

„ JumselLlodfied-be asked, foiuusl such a soup .when 
last he dined with us."

Adapted from MARSHA BROWN
Three travellers trudged down a road in a strange 

country. Besides being tired, they were hungry. In 
fact, they had eaten nothing for two days.

“How I would like a good dinner tonight,” said the 
first.

“And a bed to sleep in,” said the second.
“But all that is impossible," said the third. “We 

must march cm."
On they marched. Suddenly, ahead of them they 

saw the lights of a village.
“Maybe we’ll find a bite to eat there," said the first. 
“And a loft to sleep in,” said the second.
“No harm in asking,” said the third.
Now the peasants of that place feared strangers. 

When they heard that three travellers were coming 
down the road, they talked among themselves.

“Here come three travellers. They are always 
hungry, but we have little enough for ourselves." And 
they hurried to hide their food.

The travellers stopped first at the house of Paul and 
Françoise.

“Good evening to you,” they said. “Could you spare 
a bit of food for three hungry travellers?"

“We have had no food for ourselves for three days," 
said Paul. Françoise made a sad face. “It has been a 
poor harvest."

So it went all through the village. Not a peasant had 
any food to give away. They all had good reasons. One 
family had used the grain for feed. Another had an old 
sick father to care for. All had too many mouths to 
fill.

The villagers stood in the street and sighed. They 
looked as hungry as they could.

The three travellers talked together.
Then the first traveller called out, “Good people! 

We are three hungry travellers in a strange land. We 
have asked you for food and you have none. Well then, 
we’ll have to make stone soup.”

peasaTiWStei ed. Ston^flftprThat wonfflrtw*
“Oh, it’s all in knowing how," said the travellers, 

and off they went down the road.
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There are two ways of conquering a foreign nation. One is to gain control of its people by 
force of arms. The other is to gain control of its economy by financial means V"

- John Foster Dulles, Former U.S. Secretary of State

iHow the multinational
corporation hurts Canada

Sources for this article include, 
Canada: Economic Dependence 
and Political Disintegration, by 
Kari Levitt; Close the 49th Parallel 
Etc., edited by Ian Lumsden; 
From Gordon to Watkins to You, 
by Dave Godfrey with Mel 
Watkins; various magazine and 
newspaper articles.
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By Bob Roth

the total organization they were neither helped nor 
hampered by their nationality.”

Why have the Canadian people until recently 
tolerated this absorption? Quite simply we have 
been sold a false bill of goods by our own 
assimilated economic and political elite. We have 
been fed myths concerning our great need for U.S. 
capital and “good ol’ American know-how.”

Levitt’s research has disproved many of these 
myths. On our need for U.S. capital she writes :

. .over the period 1957 to 1964 U.S. direct in
vestment in manufacturing, mining and petroleum 
secured 73 per cent of their funds from retained 
earnings and depreciation reserves, a further 12 
per cent from Canadian banks and other in
termediaries and only 15 per cent in the form of new 
funds from the United States. Furthermore, 
throughout the period payout of dividends, interest, 
royalties and management fees exceeded the inflow 
of new capital.”

In other words 85 per cent of the funds available 
to U.S. subsidiaries in Canada was obtained in 
Canada and the outflow of profits to the U.S. was 
greater than the inflow of new capital. In essence 
Canada is a net exporter of capital.

As for our lack of American “know how” the 
Proctor and Gamble example is proof enough that 
Canadians can handle responsible jobs.

Some apologists for the multinational corporation 
argue that without U.S. investment we would not 
have advanced as far technologically. On the 
contrary, it is this very dependence on U.S. 
technology that has hindered the development of 
Canadian technology.

Canadian expenditures on research and 
development for example are smaller in relation to 
its Gross National Product (1.1%) than that of most 
countries of Western Europe and very much 
smaller than expenditures in the United Kingdom 
(2.3%) or the United States (3.4%).

This situation is created because over half the 
research in the United States is done by industry. 
Hence branch-plants in Canada do little research 
rather relying on their parent for technoligcal in
novations.

“owe* A15EVO/4.servience to its parent. The branch plant does not 
owe its allegiance to Canada, the Canadian people 
or for that matter to itself. It is the chosen in
strument of a foreign organization. Consequently 
the branch plant’s role is not to make a profit, 
necessarily, for itself but rather contribute to the 
profitability of the unit as a whole.

This results in a process called “verticle in
tegration” whereby a multinational corporation 
through its subsidiaries controls both the source of 
the raw material and the market. This of course 
virtually eliminates any market controls that might 
exist in a laissez faire situation and the corporation 
is able to fix prices fairly arbitrarily.

A good example of this verticle integration is that 
of U.S. steel interests. As one U.S. steel producer 
with iron ore mining operations in Canada ex
plained:

“As you no doubt realize, the only subsidiary 
functions which we have in Canada are related to 
iron ore operations. We do not construe this 
operation as an independent function but rather as 
one of several essential functions of an integrated 
steel manufacturer.”

Hence, the parent can fix the price for its raw 
material, iron ore, and in turn the subsidiary has a 
guaranteed market in the parent.

Implicit in this however is that Canadian 
resources are being sold at under-valued prices 
since the parent often finds it more efficient to 
collect the profit at its end of the verticle in
tegration process than have bits and pieces of profit 
scattered all up and down the line. This means that 
in theory the branch plant can run on a break-even 
scale or even a loss, since its function is not to make 
a profit but rather to supply the raw material. The 
parent can then make the profit by charging ex- 
horbitant prices for the finished product.

This means that not only are Canadian resources 
being sold at below their potential market value but 
taxes that could be levied on increased branch plant 
profits are not materializing.

Consumer Plants
In the case of the manufacturing sector of the 

Canadian economy branch plants play a different 
role. They essentially become instruments whereby 
U.S. styled goods can be sold in the Canadian

that multinational corporations, largely American, 
will control one-third of the total output of the non
communist world by 1986.

Planned Free Enterprise
Perhaps the most dangerous aspect of the 

multinational corporation is that it has virtually 
eliminated risk, competition and many other so- 
called “free enterprise” safeguards that allegedly 
protect the consumer.

To secure high and growing profits and reduce 
risk the corporations engage in long range planning 
and in effect completely reverse the supply and 
demand theory. The corporations take the initiative 
in deciding what to produce and then engage in 
huge advertising campaigns designed to convince 
the consumer that he really needs new improved 
Flash toothpaste because only it has the new 
ingredient XKE-5.

As Galbraith puts it, the corporation “reaches 
forward to control the markets that it presumes to 
serve and beyond, to bend the consumer to its 
needs, and in so doing it deeply influences his 
values and beliefs.”

This attempt by U.S. corporations to influence 
Canadian “values and beliefs” is the source of the 
present conflict in our universities between 
Canadian nationalists and their continentalist 
opponents.

The Americanization of our universities is a 
natural development of the Americanization of our 
economy. They have our bodies. Now, they want 
our minds. In the words of economist Kari Levitt:

. .the profitability of the parent corporation is 
assisted by every influence which eliminates 
cultural resistance to the consumption patterns of 
the metropolis (United States). The corporation 
thus has a vested interest in the destruction of 
cultural differences and homogenization of the way 
of life, the world over.”

For the large corporations money is not a 
problem. In 1957, a year of recession, not one of the 
hundred largest companies failed to make a profit. 
The problem, which they are earnestly trying to 
solve, is a shortage of completely conditioned 
consumers.

As an executive of Proctor and Gamble Company 
admitted: “Our problem is not access to capital 
and I believe this is true of most American com
panies. Our problem is the development of ideas 
that will justify the investment of capital.”

Three years ago a group of eight economists led 
by Professor Melville Watkins set out to determine 
the impact of the multinational corporation on 
Canadian society. They came up with a provocative 
report — a report that has been gathering dust on 
some obscure Ottawa shelf ever since.

We have forgotten that the Watkins report — 
endorsed unanimously by its authors — gave us 10 
to 15 years to alter a trend that threatens to destroy 
the very existence of the Canadian state. The 
danger they warned us of was the increasing 
presence and power in Canada of the U.S. 
multinational corporation.

Yet today, years afterwards, when we should be 
at stage two, working towards an alternative to 
domination by U.S. corporations, we find we are 
still debating the primary issue. The time-worn 
questions have persisted: What exactly is a 
multinational corporation? How does it function? 
So what if 60 per cent of our manufacturing industry 
is foreign controlled, how does that hurt Canada? 
Don’t we need U.S. capital?

Perhaps these questions have not been answered 
for many us of. Perhaps we were content to leave it 
to the “experts” in Ottawa to define the problem 
more clearly and find solutions. They have not.

In fact we have not come far since 1967. Since that 
time hundreds of Canadian companies have suc
cumbed to the onslaught of U.S. takeovers. How can 
we, as Canadians and as York students, halt this 
devastation of our economic and political sover
eignty? The first step — a step that should have 
been taken years ago — is to obtain a working 
knowledge of our historical experience, our present 
situation and. our possible alternatives.

The following series, of which this article is the 
first part, is being written in the hope that it will in 
some small way contribute to that understanding.

Colonial History
Historically we have always been the hinterland 

of some imperial metropolis. In the past Britain- 
and France were the imperial centers of power with 
Canada supplying resources such as lumber, fish 
and fur to keep the empire functioning. Today the 
center of power lies directly below our border. 
About one-third of goods produced in Canada are 
exported to the United States. These commodities 
are mostly resource-based such as nickel, pulp and 
paper, iron ore, lead, and others.

In addition, foreign corporations, predominately 
American, control major sectors of our economy, 
manufacturing, mining and smelting, petroleum 
and natural gas.

The insatiable desire of the United States to 
control the resources not only of Canada but of the 
entire world becomes a frightening reality when 
one realizes that the United States, with 6 per cent 
of the world’s population, consumes 50-60 per cent 
of the world’s consumable resources.

Jack Behram, a leading economist, has indicated
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market at tariff protected prices and at the same 
time provide the parent with a market for 
machinery it produces for the subsidiary. An 
executive of Joy Manufacturing Company ex
plained his firm’s operation this way:

“the surprising volume of exports to our foreign 
subsidiaries results first from the sale from parent 
factories of critical components for machines made 
abroad and, second from Joy International’s con
stant pressure on each subsidiary to import new 
Joy products brought out by the parent company.”

To give a hypothetical example of how this 
operation might work, let us suppose a parent 
company sells $2 million worth of machines to its 
subsidiary in Canada. The subsidiary would then 
sell $2 million worth of U.S. type goods on the 
Canadian market to cover its costs and break even. 
The result: The multinational corporation has- 
made $2 million through sales on the Canadian 
market but because the subsidiary itself did not 
make a profit it can beg for and probably receive, 
tax concessions, loans and other finanacial 
assistance from the Canadian government — or 
should we say, the Canadian taxpayer.

This theoretical example is not unrelated to 
actual everyday experience. In an article on the 
multinational corporation Business Week magazine 
said:

“The goal in the multinational corporation is the 
greatest good for the whole unit, even if the in
terests of a single part of the unit must suffer. One 
large manufacturer, for example, penalizes some 
of its overseas subsidiaries for the good of the total 
corporation by forcing them to pay more than 
necessary for parts they import from the parent 
and from other subsidiaries.”

Now we can see the overall picture: The goods 
imported by the hinterland country (Canada) are 
overpriced, the goods exported are underpriced. 
One need not be an economist to understand the 
harm this does to one’s balance of payments. Also 
to be considered is the loss of tax revenue to the 
hinterland country that occurs because full profits 
are not allowed to accrue in the subsidiary.

This kind of parent subsidiary relationship is 
quite common in Canada as has been pointed out by 
C.W. Gonick, a member of the Manitoba legislature 
and of the NDP’s Waffle movement:

“Data compiled for 266 of the larger foreign- 
owned companies in 1964 and 1965 indicated that 
these firms alone account for about one-third of 
both Canadian exports and imports. If all sub
sidiaries and foreign affiliates were included, the 
proportion would be even greater. A study com
paring the import propensities of non-resident 
owned firms and resident-owned firms has shown 
that foreign-owned firms are more import-oriented, 
less inclined to use local suppliers. Moreover, 70 
per cent of all purchases are from parent com
panies (about 50 per cent of all sales of subsidiaries 
are to parent companies).”

Canada Underdeveloped
It is also interesting to note that the nature of 

Canada’s export trade resembles more that of an 
underdeveloped country than an industrial one. A 
study of 13 industrialized countries of the Western 
world, for instance, showed that end-products ac
counted for 60 per cent of exports. For Canada the 
ratio is 19 per cent.

Although this situation is incompatible with the 
building of a strong diversified economy, it is most 
compatible with the American craving for raw 
materials and natural resources.

One of the most devastating aspects of the 
multinational corporation’s intra-company trade is 
that it cannot be controlled by market forces. 
Consequently efforts by the Canadian government

to control inflation or correct balance of payments 
problems are ineffective.

Thus, as Gonick points out, “devaluation of the 
Canadian dollar in the early 1960’s, for example, did 
not affect these (intra-company) imports. They ac
tually increased by 17 per cent in 1963, whereas 
total Canadian imports rose by only 7 per cent.”

Another problem created by our branch-plant 
economy is the creation of too many product lines 
at high unit cost. Because U.S. corporations in 
Canada can use the advertising spill-over of their 
parents, and since the parent has already absorbed 
most overhead costs related to product differentia
tion and promotion, it becomes profitable for the 
foreign companies to assemble or sell a large range 
of their products in Canada. This creates what is 
called the “miniature replica” effect.

The resultant inefficiency to Canada of this effect 
is exemplified by the case of the refrigerator in
dustry. It has been estimated that the Canadian 
national market of 400,000 refrigerators per annum 
would be efficiently served by two plants. In fact, 
we have nine, seven of them American and these 
subsidiaries almost duplicate in number the plants 
producing refrigerators for the much larger U.S. 
market.

Raw Materials for War Machine
Why our political elite has tolerated this kind of 

destruction to the viability of our economy can only 
be answered properly in another article, but why 
the United States has warped us in such a fashion is 
obvious.

In the 1930’s the United States was virtually self- 
sufficient in iron ore. Now it must import about one- 
quarter of its needs. The U.S. was also self- 
sufficient in lead. Now over half of its supplies are 
imported.

The need for raw materials to keep the American 
industrial-war machine functioning has become 
crucial and Canada, unlike any other U.S. colony, is 
both near and politically secure. The flow of 
Canadian oil supplies to the United States, for in
stance, would be much easier to maintain in time of 
war than would the flow of Middle East or even 
Latin American supplies.

On the other side of the coin is the necessity of 
export markets for U.S. goods. This should not be 
underestimated since exports to foreign sub
sidiaries usually bring a higher rate of return than 
do domestic sales. This is because most of the 
overhead costs have already been born by domestic 
production. As Gonick explains:

“For example, a study of a U.S. Steel company 
shows that the break-even point is 40 per cent of 
capacity. At 100 per cent of productive capacity the 
rate of profit is 13 per cent. But it is the last 15 per 
cent of the corporation’s output that accounts for 35 
per cent of its profits. Since exports by the typical 
giant American corporation account for anywhere 
between 5 and 20 per cent of its total output, these 
can be of crucial importance for the overall 
profitability of the corporation.”

These latter aspects of U.S. domination — the 
fact that they need us, our resources and our 
markets — should not be overlooked. There is much 
talk from continentalists about the so-called severe 
economic repercussions that would result in 
Canada’s throwing off the colonial yoke.

But we too are working from a strong bargaining 
position in this continental poker match. If, in 
addition, we allied ourselves with the struggles of 
other U.S. dominated countries we would hold a set 
of aces.

And there is still time left to win. That is if we can 
stop the Pierre Trudeaus and Joe Greens from 
throwing in our hand before the game is over.
(next week: historical examples of U.S. domination)

Allegiance to the U.S.
Clearly the main obstacle to the viability of the 

Canadian economy is the branch plant’s sub-

Corporate Liberalism
Just as Christianity accompanied and justified 

the old colonialism, Levitt says,
“the new colonialism of American expansion is 

carried by the ideology of materialism, liberalism 
and anti-nationalism. By means of those values it 
seeks to disarm the resistance of national com
munities to alien consumption patterns, and the 
presence of alien power. . .”

What a coincidence that the anti-nationalist, 
destroy-the-nation-state line now coming out of our 
universities fits so snugly with the aims of the giant 
U.S. corporations. This connection is clearly 
exemplified by a remark made to the U.S. Chamber 
of Commerce by an American Under-Secretary for 
State, George Ball:

“The multinational corporation is ahead of, and 
in conflict with existing political organizations 
represented by the nation states. Major obstacles to 
the multinational corporation are evident in 
Western Europe and Canada, and a good part of the 
developing world.”

Clearly, the American attempt to break down the 
Canadian state is succeeding. Our business class 
has become assimilated to the point where it is now 
the greatest apologist for the U.S. multinational 
corporation.
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"v .,zf !y Branch Plant Mythology
An example of this absorption into the American 

system is the case of Proctor and Gamble where 
Canadians have served as general managers of 
branch plants in France, Morocco, Mexico and 
Britain. A Proctor and Gamble policy statement 
proudly proclaims: “The important thing is that in
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Hendrix
The final experience

what variations 
on the old one way 
to silence

don't the sunrise slow 
to closed eyes 

burning guitar pyre 
of dying moon 

being and becoming 
the result of motion 

Hendrix is dead 
echoes we are

Hendrix found 
the slow note 

sustained 
lyric slaughter 

while carnivore 
businessmen 
flash peace 

signs
not being is produced by 

rest
who could play the 

slow
! acid of time

By STEVE GELLER

Friday, the eighteenth of September, nineteen hundred and seventy 
will be remembered. Jimi Hendrix, perhaps rock’s most electrifying 
guitarist-composer-singer died in London England of an apparent 
overdose of drugs.

Hendrix, only in his mid-twenties, collapsed in the morning at home in 
the Notting Hill Gate section of London and was taken to the St. Mary 
Abbots hospital for emergency treatment. Hospital doctors were un
successful in attempting to revive Hendrix who died without regaining 
consciousness. A preliminary report confirming the cause of death will be 
established when doctors carry out a postmortem examination.

Hendrix was the recent owner of a million dollar recording studio, 
Electric Lady, which had turned out albums for such top groups as Led 
Zeppelin and Voices of East Harlem. His new album, “Suns and Rain
bows”, was scheduled for release in the near future.

Jimi Hendrix was an individualist. He created music rather than 
interpreting it. Hendrix hit the top of all pop’s charts in early 1967. He 
never fell from that position because his talent, ability, and ingenuity 
never failed him. He loved music and lived music, and was always trying 
to do something new with a guitar.

His stage presence and delivery will never be forgotten. He will 
always be remembered for performing with a completely empathetic 
attitude towards his music which was delivered via guitar played up-side- 
down, behind his back, on his belly buckle, with his feet, or with his teeth.

Musically, Hendrix’s material was nothing short of incredible. With a 
type of controlled insanity, Hendrix and his group The Jimi Hendrix 
Experience, helped lead popular music to the wild, colourful world of 
psychedelics.

Mellowing somewhat in the later stages of his career, Hendrix took on 
a type of blues premiss and combining with Miles Davis bore “Band of 
Gypsies” who released one fine album of the same title.

In all of his endeavours Hendrix managed to master his music with all 
the class that was characteristic of him.

Jimi Hendrix was a product of an exploding youth culture and 
reflectively was a musician of his time.

His music appealed to the entire youth culture, bearing no racial 
overtones and not arising from a predominately black root. In every

«

fastechoes
myths of flesh

farewell.
John Oughton

Naked came Polonsky
The Butcher

and the Column
By the time this newspaper finds its way onto the 

....... , . ., . . .. . . brave freshman’s sturdy clipboard, nestled
respect Jimi Hendrix was a prophet unto the Aquarian age in which he somewhere in between THE ELECTRIC KOOL-AID 
lived. His loss is a sad one and will be greatly felt throughout the music ACID TEST and THE YOUNG SOCIALIST, said 
world freshman will have endured, orientation week in

cluded, ten days at York University, hi these ten days 
he will have puzzled at the maze of ramps and 
hallways in the college complex, witnessed his 
dreams of taking MAN IN SEARCH dashed, and will 
have probably not really got to know one new person.

Ten days, eight to nine thousand people, and not a 
new friend in the place! But for the third year man 
(getting pretty close to that B.A.) these past few days 
should have been sufficiently tolerable except for that 
occasional pang of “What am I doing back at this 
place, when only a month ago I was smoking dope in 
Amsterdam, getting stoned on hash in Morocco, and 
dropping acid in Spain.”

Well, for one third year man, these past few days 
have produced a disaster of the proportions that 
would make Richard Needham quit the Globe and 
become an accountant. Somewhere in between the 
time I pressed that last “H” on the typewriter, and 
the time EXCALIBUR made its descent from the 
printing machines, my first column of the year got 
butchered. For four days I had urged the freshmen on 
to the staff boxes of this newspaper. For four days I 
had informed the freshmen of the little known fact 
that I had my own column in EXCALIBUR. And what 
happens? They butcher my column. My column 
comes out of the printers unrecognizable from the 
way it went in. Sure, last year when I wrote about 
politics, economics and sex, not one column got 
butchered. But my article on Joe Namath? 
Destroyed!

I go for supper. A few people say hello. I cringe. 
What they really meant to say, I mutter to myself, is 
“Boy was your column awful this week. Washed up at 
21, man?”

I line up for registration. An English professor 
forces a “Good Day”. What he really wanted to say 
was “My God, my lad, the injustice you have com
mitted to Her Majesty’s English shall never be 
pardoned by me or anyone else on the faculty, as long 
as I have my say in running York University.”

I cannot look anyone straight in the eye. I feel like a 
maiden sneaking into the Humanities Building 
through the back entrance because she has banned 
her bra for the first time. But a friend, Harry Levine 
manages a peek. The maiden looks down in anguish 
and cries to herself, “Why the hell can’t they stay 
still?”

My mother! What is she going to think? After 16 
years in school and her son cannot write 800 words 
coherently. What about my intellectual brother? His 
five-year-old daughter? My cousin the professor who 
I have never met? What if he read it? What if he 
writes home to all the relatives? And what if just one 
of those cousins, one of those malicious cousins, goes 
and tells (OH GOD, perish the thought) the Polonsky 
patriarch, grandfather the rabbi — the scholar? I am 
ruined. I was never that far ahead of my 20-year-old 
first year law cousin from Chicago, in the first place. 
But now?

“I’m sorry,” said the managing editor. “We didn’t 
mean to butcher it. After all, it was our first issue. It 
will be better next week, or the week after.”

So, my fine first year friends, relax. You are lost 
somewhere near the Buttery. You are stuck with a 
man in a primitive society rather than a man in 
search. You have not talked to anyone in ten days. 
You have not even said the word “revolution” once 
since you have got here. Well, what about my 
column? What about me? What about my old grand
father the rabbi — the scholar?

"Purple haze all through my brain, 
Lately things don’t seem the same. 
I’m acting funny. I don’t know why, 
Excuse me while I kiss the sky.”
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It’s nice to know you’re 
near one.
The Commerce.
Come in.
And find out how more of us 
can do more for you.
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The
Woman s 
Dilemma

Masters and 
Johnsonn vs.

Freud

II

By DANA DENSMORE has no hope of happiness in her marriage and will,Ipmn üüüü
All orgasms take place in the clitoris, whether Perience orgasm, 

they are induced through direct stimulation of the 
clitoris, through indirect stimulation of the clitoris
during conventional intercourse, or occur as a ... __• , ., . .. ,,
result of fantasy of mystical concentration. in Qu

“Frigid” women, that is, women who are unable ve£^’ veJT?lad to ? woman, with all the
to have “vaginal orgasms,” are not suffering from oi^a Jôei!SSf«îmrfîwioîî? „nttaiJh ’ Si?e
peffecUy0l0pgrS!ctbaWek,waUy £KSf con" lo^8 the

sidérations. The clitoris simply does not get much °[ truly feminine character, ‘essential
stimulation during sexual intercourse. f a^rulsIT?: When a woman does not have

The entire concept of frigidity should have been ^nt/2,nhnCdenien
killed bv the Mâsfprs and Tnhn^nn rennrt Wompn tndt it is 3 uGsirsblc trsit, life S continuous smâlltaiHo SvStaSl SKS therels iïïfoiîv^xSv K»KîfÆÎ!l ?

S tarSRtse'K fcTSS
women with the same threats, and the women’s J! bod3[' jhe lke? f? be
magazines continue to play them up. are jere she getsTer lup?me *0” ÔÏ“ofhome"

The power of sexual surrender If a*woman is not essentially altruistic, life is
In Aoril 1969 Pâffesnt m3@fl7ine ran a hnnir difficult for her only becâuse such nltruism is

excerpt from a “popular” book by a “female anîTtlfpv^p^aînnff^Uf^hp^^rThn11^31^ altJUiStiC 
doctor, Dr. Marie Kobinson.” It was called The kÎh®61 m de ^an women do, are
Power of Sexual Surrender. Pageant states in the eve# b?tter a™?to F°Pe W1ib tbe world and its small 
introduction, “. . .More than 40% of American "«sfortunes. The climax she reaches in the act çf 
married women are either totally or partially frigid !?ve, 1S obviously a vaginal one: the act of love is 
- and (Dr. Robinson says) that this frigidity the -husba9d stimulating himself by contact of his 
destroys the possibility of happiness in marriage.” Pen*s against her vagina. She has self-love, but 
Moreover, according to Dr Robinson, “it also Predictably this has nothing to do with her mind, or 
endangers the health and happiness of her husband w • ^r. characver, or interests intellectual or
and children.” spiritual. Her self-love is something between

These are strong threats. More is involved here keeping herself clean so as to be acceptable to him 
than a fleeting physical gratification. Her whole and narcissism In any case sell-love tor a woman 
marriage, and the health of her husband and ?s love of her body. And she takes her supreme joy 
children, depend on her making the necessary jnhomeaking. Joy. Her joy. Again, a woman doctor 
adjustment to escape frigidity. telling other women to stay home.

Those doctors and marriage counsellors who ^r' Robinson then discusses the partially frigid 
have realized that clitoral stimulation is necessary woman, who trembles on the verge of sexual 
for a woman’s orgasm have urged that the husband ™a^îfiîy’ but cannot quite step over the line. This 
not seek only stimulation for himself, but to seek probably strikes a familiar chord in a lot of women 
out the ways in which to give pleasure to and w . ar,e trembling on the verge of orgasms during 
stimulate his wife and enable her to experience vaginal intercourse, but can’t quite step over the 
orgasm. Dr. Robinson deals with this: “A common ine J?®'c™useDindirect stimulation just isn t 
mvth exists that the husband is to blame for the en°<ïr ' Dr' R°binson continues. In love she has 
frigidity problem. This is highly unlikely. In saying , normal responses except that she can t come
this, l am running counter to a vast body ol to orgasm or at least does so quite rarely ” 
published information that says any failure of a Then (in April 1969) the Freudian two-orgasm 
woman is due to the faulty technique of her propaganda again: In still another type of woman, 
husband. This is simply not true. While a husband, the orgasm takes place on the woman s clitoris 
through tenderness ana understanding, may help a exclusively. She does not feel the orgasm in her 
woman face the nature of her problem, he cannot, va8ina> which is really the center of sexuality in 
through any mechanical means, get her over it. women. Tins clitorial woinan is very definitely 
Neither can any man other than her husband.” suffering from a form of frigidity which is ex- 

Now, having made it clear that the frigid woman tremely widespread. 111 bet it s widespread.

Resentment against the male
Dr. Robinson then gives a case history of a 

“classical clitoridal woman.” “Toni herself was a 
driving competitive woman who was very suc
cessful in the business world, having graduated 
from a leading woman’s college. . .Sexually Toni 
took the lead, just as she did in social matters. 
(Please note that this is a reversal of the usual 
pattern in sexual love: it is usually the man who 
initiates sex.) Her orgasms were never deep of 
satisfying, because she had a real fear of vaginal 
feelings. This type of woman very early ‘learns’ 
that womanhood is dangerous, a slavish and 
humiliating role. Only men are powerful and 
secure; she identifies with them exclusively.” It 
appears that “clitoridal” woman are just those 
smart enough to know where their orgasm is. 
Apparently, however, Toni wasn’t aggressive 
enough to demand direct stimulation from her 
husband. This is probably the reason her orgasms 
were “never deep or satisfying” — the orgasm 
resulting from direct stimulation is usually more 
intense.

“Now that we have seen the misery frigidity 
causes, you might ask, ‘How does one change?’

Essential altruism

attitudés — a neurotic attitude toward man and a 
neurotic attitude toward real womanhood — these 
attitudes must be changed.”

“Sometimes a person can do this by feeling 
(sic) feelings. For example, a patient of mine kept 
complaining about her husband’s sloppy habits; 
she was always picking up after him. As she talked 
and talked, it turned out that she wasn’t angry, she 
was enraged and furious. She felt he was sloppy not 
merely because he was but because deep down he 
wanted to humiliate her, enslave her, because he 
felt she had nothing to do but pick up after 
•Men considered themselves superior, she went on. 
All they wanted from a woman was sex.” As you 
search out these negative feelings, Dr. Robinson 
says, you will discover they are only feelings, not 
reality. “Usually they have been picked 
consciously in childhood.”

his

men.

up un-

She is ready to surrender

“When the frigid woman has divested herself of 
the destructive fears and attitudes about men she 
previously held, a profound change begins to take 
place inside her. . .we say, she is ready to surren
der. This means, in the broadest sense, that she is 
prepared at long last to become a woman. . .And 
because they are feminine tasks, household work 
and keeping the children busy soon lose their 
irksome and irritating quality and become easy, 
even joyful. . .Soon, if a woman has truly pursued 
the goal of self-surrender with her husband’s help, 
the ability to achieve orgasm must inevitably 
arrive.”
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College cafes grow
WANT-ADS By BRIAN PEARL Another innovation is a new stantly relaxed atmosphere for

York’s college coffeehouses are liquor licence for the Sandbox, the rapping or listening to good music, 
well-established institutions, which Winters College coffee shop near Aargh, especially, is easy to 
isn’t surprising since they have a the Winters dining hall. Drinks will reiax in because of its fine 
large, captive clientele of be served in the evenings, and‘The decorations and sound system, 
residence students miles from any Back Room’ of the Sandbox was ^d, as in every other campus 
competition. What is surprising is added to take care of the overflow. coffèe shop, prices are good, like a 
that they are growing this year by Between the Green Bush and the dime for coffee or a donut.
innovation seems to be the key 1116 Vanier shoP is near the biB.

word to describe this growth are g01ng 1 seem a ot warmer- red common room and Aargh is 
because the size of the cafes is not The Vanier coffee shop and near the McLaughlin dining room, 
only increasing, but their services McLaughlin’s Aargh are both There will be a place for
are changing as well. unchanged this year, but then everyone this year whether you

All of last year’s shops are back, they’re just as good as before. Both want to drink, dance, rap or be
including the Green Bush Inn, our will have live entertainment on quiet in groups. It’s a valuable '
only pub last year. This year most Friday nights and a con- improvement, 
though, the Inn wants to stay open 
all week as a licensed club, using 
the Buttery in the hall between 
McLaughlin and Founders 
Colleges, and have nightly en- 
tertainment as well

The big new addition is a People who know no more of Dickens than Oliver!, who really enjoy 
discotheque next to the Cock and the works of the 19th-century oral artist, heart-stoppping serialist and 
Rnil npar the Founders common critic of Industrial England, or who like strange lectures and films should 
room The new room will be open attend all or some of the Yorl$ Dickens Festival. The great man himself

won’t be able to make it due to a longterm engagement, but several 
eminent critics will be there.

IN OUR CLASSIFIED 
SECTION ARE A BARGAIN 
AT $1.00 PER INSERTION 
(PREPAID).

CLASSIFIED ADS ARE 
ACCEPTED IN THE EX
CALIBUR OFFICE IN THE 
CENTRAL SQUARE, TILL 
TUESDAY 3 P.M. FOR 
THURSDAY'S EDITION.

York revives Dickens
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

TOPLESS DANCERS Î*

* Nightly from 8:45 to 1 am 
Also Friday Afternoon 3:30 to 6 pm 
and Saturday Afternoon 2 to 5 pm

Live Music
Nightly from 8:45 to 1 am 

Also Friday Afternoon 3:30 to 6 pm 
and Saturday Matinee 2:30 to 5:30 pm

PLACE PIGALLE

**
* every night ’till 1 a.m. and has no 

cover charge. While it isn’t 
finished yet, it does look pretty 
good with black lights, posters and 
paintings, and a really heavy light 
organ. The organ, which is a 
mechanism designed to groove 
spectrally to sonic impulses 
(music, for instance) is big and 
impressive. When it’s finished, the may be obtained from the English department, and tickets for the 
Cock and Bull could become a very Banquet bought at Room 312 Founders from Mrs. Olga Cirak. The 
hot campus night-spot and it’s get- banquet might be worth attending just for the subsequent speeches by 
ting warmer every day. Northrop Frye, Robertson Davies, and F.E.L. Priestley.

*
**

Movies include The Mystery of Edwin Drood, Scrooge, A Tale of Two 
Cities, Oliver Twist, Great Expectations, A Christmas Carol, and, for 
anyone who can take another W.C. Fields movie, David Copperfield. The 
best thing about it all is that it’s all free for students except for the Vic
torian Banquet.

**
**
**

* 89 Avenue Road ** The Festival starts Monday the 28th and ends Tuesday night. SchedulesFree Parking Monday thru Thursday after 7 p.m.

★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★

Why Do YouRAN00/V|

%
Z**

Have A Poor

A Memory?%9-

*

oY
OX< A noted publisher in Chicago reports there is 

a simple technique for acquiring a powerful 
memory which can pay you real dividends in 
both business and social advancement and 
works like magic to give you added poise, 
necessary self-confidence and greater 
popularity.
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o' O According to this publisher, many people do 
not realize how much they could influence 
others simply by remembering accurately 
everything they see, hear, or read. Whether 
in business, at social functions or even in 
casual conversations with new acquain
tances, there are ways in which you can 
dominate each situation by your ability to 
remember.

O*A -AQ /C o.<y bor %o °c o zLL >X 5Î TOo m A-J Ul -1

n To acquaint tne readers of this paper with 
the easy-to-follow rules for developing skill 
in remembering anything you choose to 
remember, the publishers have printed full 
details of their self-training method in a new 
booklet, “Adventures in Memory”, which 
will be mailed free to anyone who requests it. 
No obligation. Send your name, address, and 
zip code to: Memory Studies, 835 Diversey 
Pkwy., Dept. 154-719, Chicago, 111. 60614. A 
postcard will do.
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UMIVERSITY 
^ BOOKSTORE

>

Green Bush InnRK in the Buttery (First College Complex)

Thursdays 8 pm 12 pm 
Fridays 4 pm 12 pm 

Proof of Age Required
Annual Membership fee 25c on sale at 
the door Covercharge for both Members 
and Guests 2Sc

Entertainment
Thursday Cedric D'Croix inow al I he Red Lion )

Records & Amateur Night

Join us. LX
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The cutting room
Joe: sexploitation gone wrong

masterful movie, while Buck Don’t go anywhere near On a 
Henry has narrowed Heller’s Clear Day, with Barbra Streisand, 
rambling narrative into a single or Move, with Elliott Gould. If you 
thread line (Yossarian’s). can find a theatre playing it, don’t,

We lose a great deal — but the don’t miss The Landlord, with 
message is all there, refined and Beau Bridges and Pearl Bailey. 
emphasized as the novel failed to Getting Straight is a lot of fun, if 
do. I stand almost alone in this that is what you’re looking for, but 
opinion — everyone seems to then you could rent Snow White 
prefer the book. But last month in and the Seven Dwarf es from 
an interview Heller said that Sovereign for twenty-five bucks 
Nichols did everything he had tried and really have a party, 
to do and failed, and that he * * *

At the Revivals: Wuthering 
Heights, with Laurence Olivier and 
Merle Oberon, directed by William 

SATYRICON Wyler and produced by Samuel
Fellini Satyricon is a trip Goldwyn (who never in his life had 

through a gallery of grotesqueries. anything to do with MGM),
initiates the Goldwyn festival at 
the Baronet.

Shanghai Express (1932) plays 
Friday only (7:15 and 9:30) at 
Cinematheque, 559 Avenue Road, 
at St. Clair. Marlene Dietrich’s 
second most famous role, as 
Shanghai Lilly, in Josef von

By Dan Merkur
Joe is easily going to be the most 

talked about movie on campus this 
year, and for no better reason than 
it is one of the most important 
films of the last ten years.

Within the opening five minutes 
we see a full frontal view of a girl 
as she climbs into her boyfriend’s 
tub, followed by him getting out 
and shooting up some heroin. 
Never mind for a moment that 
heroin addicts hate water worse 
than cats do.

Five minutes into the film it 
seems like a ghastly sex, drugs and 
youth culture exploitation film — 
until the girl’s father murders the 
addict-pusher, and trudges into a 
nearby bar to think things over.

And there he meets Joe, a half- 
drunk hard-hat (he works in a 
sheet metal factory) spouting off 
about the commies, the democrats, 
the hippies and the dope pushers, 
saying he’d like to kill them all. 
Compton, the girl’s father, says he 
just killed one. Joe stops dead in 
his tracks, then laughs at the 
outrageous witticism.

Three days later the murder hits 
the headlines, and the strange 
relationship of Compton and Joe is 
born, a friendship born of fear and 
adulation.

What follows is a marvellous 
analysis of social class, with 
$60,000 a year ad-man Compton 
juxtaposed to $4.17 an hour Jod: 
Compton the liberal versus Joe the 
bigot : Compton, the father of a 
freak, and Joe, whose kid buys a 
motorcycle.

The plot thread — the search for 
Compton’s daughter, who escapes 
from a hospital (following treat
ment for speed addiction) — is 
slowly nurtured along, just fast 
enough, from dinner party to 
Greenwich Village orgy 
(pronounced orgg-ie, by Joe) to 
commune in Connecticut.

See Joe, It is not to be missed.

ft

Z"

r - I
preferred the film as a statement 
of his theme.

/ /

i \It is a marvellous visual canvas. It 
is a freak show. It is not at all 
Petronius. It is Fellini. Which 
means it is great.

On one level, the primary level,
Fellini is an exceptional film
maker. He never forgets to en
tertain his audience at all times.
On that level Satyricon is a delight, Sternberg’s magnificent ex-
although I don’t know whether I pressionist production. Clive
would care to see it without full Brook, Anna May Wong, Warner
command of my faculties. Oland and Gustav von Seiffertitz

However Satyricon is more than also star, 
just a story of decadence and The Ontario Film Theatre is 
lechery, more than an aesthetic closed this week, because next
treat, more than a history of week the Canadian Film Awards
debauchery. And it is certainly not will be adjudicated at the St.
Rome before Christ (Satyricon by Lawrence Centre. Admission is
Petronius dates to c. 65 A.D. ; free. Check the Centre for details.
Christ to 4 BC-27 AD), nor After 
Fellini. But it is a magnificent 
analysis of a society without 
structure or order.

I don’t want to read too much 
into Fellini, but I suspect that part 
of why Satyricon appealed to him 
as a project is that it depicts an 
orderless society (with neither 
Italy’s church, nor America’s law 
and order), and that the study of 
people who must live not knowing 
whether they will be slaves, free, 
wealthy or dead on the morrow is a 
tremendous object lesson to those 
disgruntled by the overstructured
church (or government.) , , ,, , , , ,. . .

Technically flawless (what ‘festivals’; yet they rarely present much of interest
Even the festival in New York, the one most relevant 
to Torontonians, offers only a handful of films that 
will get major distribution. Still, the festival was

'
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Fellini's Satyricon

New York festival 
shows film selection

Bendit. In his own words, Goddard no longer makes 
“political films, but (I make) films politically.” With 
this latest effort Goddard has just about strained the 
limits of filmmaking, with this lifeless harangue of 
Maoist philosophy. The style of the film tries to be 
non-existent, yet one can’t help becoming so aware of 
it, due to its tendency to get excessively boring.

SILENT FILM STYLE
The one masterpiece of the festival came from the 

gifted hand of Francois Truffaut. L’Enfant Sauvage 
(The Wild Child) is the director’s best film in years ; a 
humanistic study of the relationship between a doctor 
of speech (played by Truffaut) in Napoleonic France, 
and a 12-year-old “wolf-boy” whom the doctor at
tempts to civilize. Besides being a film about lear
ning, communication and understanding human 
frailties, the movie functions on a second level as a 
throw-back to the silent film of Griffith and others. 
Truffaut employs many stylistic devices of the silent 
period, and the film is shot in a very lush black and 
white; the only major film in recent years to use this 
almost out-dated format. In addition, dialogue is kept 
to a minimum, emphasizing the film’s “silent” 
quality.

Given the subject of the transformation of the boy 
from savage to civilized human being, most film
makers would jump at the chance to show the evils of 
society, and how much better off the boy would have 
been back in the jungle; however, Truffaut may well 
be the cinema’s last humanist, for he treats both sides 
of the relationship with equal compassion.

The last film of major importance was Luis 
Bunuel’s Tristana, starring Catherine Deneuve. I did 
not see this film, but judging from the excellence of 
Bunuel’s Belle de Jour, this should be a very fine 
movie. Bunuel, as someone once said, is the dirty old 
man of the cinema. His weird sense of humour and 
perversity, combined with the cool beauty of Deneuve 
should make the film a noteable one.

Other films of interest, though mostly not new 
films, were shown in different sub-series : one con
sisted of films on American minority groups ; another 
on the use of colour in films (a tinted version of The 
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari was shown); and another, to 
be shown the last week of September, on some once 
“lost” Hollywood films from 1927-33. This last series 
was put together by the American Film Institute. 
Some of the AFI’s selection of rare Hollywood films 
for last year’s New York Film Festival will be seen in 
Toronto later this year at the Ontario Film Theatre.

The New York Film Festival offers a great 
conglomeration of movies from all eras and coun
tries, and of all types. It is well worth a visit, if you’ve 
really got the time and inclination. For those less 
devoted to films, however, some of the better 
selections from the festival can be enjoyed here later 
this year.

By MICHAEL GOULD
The New York Film Festival is the most important 

and exciting film festival on this continent. With the 
recent interest in film, every little European resort 
and American college town have been offeringCATCH-22

I both read the book and saw the 
film of Catch-22, and I must say 
that the film strikes me as more 
artistically worthwhile, more 
ultimately meaningful than the 
novel. Director Mike Nichols has, 
of course, applied his unique 
talents and created a technically

would you expect from the cream 
of Italian filmmakers?), with the 
best colour quality I have ever

3 sm fsL sss.* -«St -ran ,rr sTi?riust brilliant 10 to the 20th. Aside from the more esoteric offerings,
« • • like one movie, with the delightful title, Even Dwarfs

.. Started Small, five films emerged as the most im-
portant, most of them likely to be seen in Toronto this 
year.

- jt The only major American feature to be premiered 
' i was Five Easy Pieces, already being compared with

jJÉvC'7 Easy Rider. This comparison is not unjust; both are
£***' films about people riding and searching the roads of

' '‘i ' America. In fact, both were made by the same
Âàïj production company

il cinematographer ( Laszlo Kovacs ), and the same star 
J (Jack Nicholson.) However, Five Easy Pieces is no 
| imitation of its predecessor; it is actually much 
I superior. This is a fine, simple movie dealing with 
8 human relationships. The cast are mostly unfamiliar 
5 actors, and all perform with a relaxed, almost im- 
* provisatory warmth. Because Five Easy Pieces deals • 

more directly with a personal story, rather than the 
j immediately topical “relevance” of the somewhat 
8 pretentious Easy Rider, it is a much more successful 
il film.
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F mi tsI m FRENCH PREDOMINATE 
Z “7 Three of the major films shown at the festival were 

the newest works of France’s most important 
j-Hrjw directors. Claude Chabrol follows his film of last 
jjTUfc' year, La Femme Infidele, with another equally 
iM&k masterful psychological thriller, Le Boucher.

In the press conference following the screening, 
Chabrol said that his much stated affinity with Hit- 

jsfcrwji chcock is not really so true. Chabrol said that he likes 
to get the plot as quickly out of the way as possible, so 

Rv* the audience can get involved with the character 
relationships. At first Le Boucher seems quite a 

| pleasant little thriller, involving the discovery of a 
6 bloodied corpse in a small French town, but as the 
Si main relationship between a butcher and a pretty, 

unmarried school teacher builds, the film grows in 
fad* depth and ends in an almost profound tragedy. As
By always, Chabrol handles his colour with great

iSfijp; delicacy, and the film is visually lovely.
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The one thoroughly unlikeable film of the festival 
was Jean-Luc Goddard’s, Wing from the East,

ans®
Wind from the East by Jean-Luc Goddard
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Costs hit McGill RedmenClassified
MONTREAL (Cup-Staff) A task 

force on finances at McGill 
University has recommended 
intercollegiate sports be dropped

great number of students in- the McGill alumni or to put pres- 
directly as spectators. Wirkowski sure on the Quebec government’s 
also said sports were an integral unequal educational grants pro
part of the university’s educational gram. 
process. The french speaking University

The McGill Redman football of Montreal, which has the 
team, last year’s champions number of students as McGill 
reacted to the announcement with received a 36.8 million dollar grant 
bitterness. Dave Doherty, a history while McGill received only 25.2 
graduate student and a member of million dollars, causing a six 
the football team said, “Last year, million dollar deficit, 
when we won the championship, Robert Shaw, McGill’s ad- 
everyone told us how much we had ministrative vice-principal said 
done for the school. They told us that McGill as a wealthy university 
how proud they were and what fine was a myth. He predicted that the 
upstanding students we were and scholarship program could be 
what a contrast we were to student wiped out in two years if the 
protesters. We just feel like we deficits got worse. McGill has
wel? s°ld °!f ” , . opposed the level of the grants to

The McGill senate is studying the English institutions since they 
recommendations and no decision started in 1966 
is expected immediately. Sir George Williams University

Speculation surrounds the recently announced they had been 
reasons for the sports an- forced to raise fees for night 
nouncement. It is seen by some as students because of a $404 000 
a move to increase donations from deficit.

WANT ADS are accepted in our offices 
in the Central Square, Suite III. Cost 
$1.00 prepaid, maximum four lines. 
Deadline Tuesday 3 p.m.

I am a student at York University. I worked for 
6 years at Vidal Sassoon London and New to CUt COStS. 
York. I shall be in the campus Beauty Salon 
FRIDAY for those who want to look groovy.
RALPH.

The task force also recommends 
a reduction in the number of 
academic personnel, abandonment 
of plans for future student 
residences, moving MacDonald 
College, the faculty of agriculture 
of the university, from Ste. Anne de 
Bellevue to the downtown campus.
The total saving would be 3.5 
million dollars of which $200,000 
comes from intercollegiate sports 
program.

The recommendation that sports 
be dropped brought immediate 
reaction and confusion. The 
recommendations must still be 
approved by McGill’s board of 
governors and senate, but it is 
expected that some of them will be 
passed.

It was not immediately clear 
whether the recommendation 
covered both men’s and women’s 
sports or if MacDonald College, 
which fields separate teams from 
McGill, would be included in the 
intercollegiate sports ban if 
MacDonald was moved to the 
downtown McGill campus. HAMILTON — The York Yeoman soccer team downed the MacMaster

The announcement by Redman Marauders 3-1 and the Waterloo Warriors 5-2 in games played here as 
Coach Tom Mooney that McGill’s P31"1 of MacMaster’s Educational Sports Week. Joe Bauer scored 2 goals 
football budget was $90,000 brought for York against MacMaster and Victor Gledhill added the single. Bauer 
disbelief from many of Canada’s aod Gledhill scored in the Waterloo game, with Jack Pauwels, Paul 
athletic directors. Most of them Mai yon and Ed Gardino adding the others. Bruno Rdvere was out- 
agreed that a normal in- standing in goal for the Yeoman.
tercollegiate football budget The soccer Yeoman play their first CIAU game on Saturday, October 
should be between $16,000 and 3, against Brock.
$18,000.

York’s Director of Men’s 
Athletics Nobby Wirkowski also 
questioned the recommendation 
that an intensive program of on- 
campus sports be developed in
stead of the intercollegiate 
program. Wirkowski pointed out 
that while an intercollegiate sports 
program involved only a small 
minority of students directly, so 
did the intermural, intercollege or 
interfaculty program. But the 
intercollegiate program involved a

same

RIDE WANTED: from Christie and Dupont to 
arrive at York around 9 or 10 a.m. Monday to 
Friday. Please call Mike at 537 9130 between 8 
and 11 p.m.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Like this one cost $2.80 and are read 
by over 15,000 people here at York. 
Maximum 2 inches long. Deadline 
Tuesday 3 p.m.

URGENT: Anyone knowing the whereabouts 
or any information regarding ROBERT 
ALLEN EADE, please contact Mrs. Dolores 
Bade at 889 1264.

Phone 635-3800.

WANTED: French Tutor for grade 13 student 
to give lessons in home, Don Mills & Sheppard 
area. Call 445 8006.

RENT-A-FRIDGE
FOR THE SCHOOL TERM! ! 

WHITE OR WALNUT 
FINISH

19 8.35 INCHSIZES
LOW

MONTHLY RATES
APPLIANCE 

RENTALS & SALES 
PHONE 463-2328 
WE DELIVER

TYPING: Typing done at home. Reports, 
essays, etc. Call 743-2138.

RIDE WANTED: A.M. 8. P.M. Port Credit to 
York University. Call 278 7092.

WANTED IMMEDIATELY: Experienced 
babysitter for 4-week-old baby. Approximately 
5 hours weekly, during the day. Preferably in 
graduate residence. Phone 922 2035. Soccer team wins
AVAILABLE: Desirable Yorkville location. 
For Fraternity, Boutique, Pub, what have you, 
etc. Call Shelley at 787 6805 evenings

CHARTERED FLIGHT : Ticket wanted. One 
way to Europe. October 5 to November 15, 
1970. Phohe 447 3750. NEEDMONEY?

Experienced student of
ficials needed for flag 
football, rugger, soccer, 
ice hockey, volleyball and 
basketball. Salary. In
terested persons call

GUITAR LESSONS: Classical or finger style. 
Reasonable. Contact James Logue, 635-7026, 
Graduate Residence #2, Apt. #707.

The National Scene

Central Canada Football Schedule
WANTED: Adult bicycle with handbreaks and 
gears. Reasonably priced and in good con
dition. Call 487 4958.

Guelph 24, York 0 
Waterloo Luth. 36, Windsor 7 
Ottawa 24, Laurentian 16

Oct. 3 York vs. Ottawa (H)
Oct. 10 York vs. Lutheran at Seagram 
Stadium
Oct. 17 York vs. Carleton (H)
Oct. 24 York vs. Windsor at Windsor 
Stadium
Oct 31 York vs. Laurentian (H)

Mr. Arvo Tiidus, 635-2351
WesternPROFESSOR: offers furnished rec. room, 

with kitchen and laundry facilities, 3 minutes 
from York in exchange for babysitting. Ap
proximately 3 or 4 afternoons and 2 nights per 
week. Call Dave at 635 2444 (days) or 630-3092 
(evngs.).

or
Mrs. Carol Gluppe, 635-3817 Calgary 21, British Columbia 10 

Manitoba 15, Saskatchewan
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Guelph 24 -York 0

York looks good despite shutout
By ROB ROWLAND

Sif HPfH ,7 Pe, York Yeomen Rob Panzer kicked off in the 
clicked for the first time Saturday second half for York and the York
fhf^r8 Tvf Xa i3ut effo!3 a8ainst defence kept Guelph down to a one 

e Guelph Gryphons. The final yard gain. Gerry Organ punted forL° CeralTanada Iniïc T* ? Gue,ph and gave YorTa Slwn

m£Xxrjsss5Szi y ŝdbsy was ,hrown back ,hr«

p™ “'te"
bave 3 Wtle luck to score against faltering York punt return squad
secr.nHU8hî.iffeTiîenvSqUad *” the 30(1 returned the ball 56 yards for 
fJhe ,Yeomen team the first touchdown. Gerry Organ

ï^tS?trtS;T2 ahead ^

2|ttuUgh°^ere wre^till some îSe

fenceSwL^ackinee’thedftheh°f' favour to 6ive the Yeomen
tmif-hpe fho llok R i,e J niSjing possession on the York twenty. On 
touches, the team had tightened up second down Rick FrishvSafâeÆ ^JTk °fffr caCuSon7bmzRandktacrklebdyon the 

total of 298 fards ■ïhiïfp8 ! eleven yard line Sometime later,
G^elph ?owyn to yards GPt the ,whi,Stle had gone-

X, r 103 yaras. ball popped oose and GuelohJFhe . Gryphons experience Linebacker " P
York? mSkpf capdahze on recovered. Quarterback Bruce 
V“X® t k5!' uAt times the Ravensdale was unable to connect
their owiTob? f,UfkpriSed by for a GuelPh touchdown and Gerry 
fiZnni onHP y’ d lackun,g 0r8an kicked for three points to
nnthpn^v e^penence’ Cbok?d ap send Guelph further ahead, 
on the play. Yeomen coach Nobby Penalties again kept both York
SïiSrS rs Pleased, with the and Guelph down to short yardage
finally ffl’S; ïesaid” ^S8"16 remalnder *he ^

scoreboarifreat 8ame' deSpi,e the At ">« beginning of the final 
scoreDoara quarter Guelph had the ball but

York established themselves fumbled. York recovered but then 
Saturday as a team that will be a on the play Mark Conacher fum 
contender m future years. Nobby bled and Guelph recovered. 
Wirkowski expects a much better Ravensdale used Bud Folusewych
chamnithlt yeaif' Any,Leam Wlth to reach the York twenty five and 
championship hopes that thinks then passed to Steve Stewart He
SjLi® 3 push'over Wl11 be went twenty five yards down the 

Thp Ynnmnn’c • * • sidelines for the Gryphons’ second
» n ns inexPerience is touchdown. Organ converted to

still the greatest problem with make it 17-0
0Ty Some eofgeSthe berrvn°h0th®d York received the kickoff on the
greatest gains, including thrir firet pS^Frisby^andeftno ^Gw
t0UD?fervdv TorTh^T1 rCtUrnSH cgbKovarr'tv^cebog^^lirsGdciwn 
a Z hS’ Y° k had "Proved on the Guelph 46, but gave up the
Lbncf th! obUt aS ,s.tl11. we3k baJ1 on a third down gamble. 
fpnciveiv1 hi ur0Und attac.k- of" Guelph was held for a small gain 
fensively blocking and getting the and had to punt. Iaccino was not 
receivers free needs improvement, able to get the offense going
fmLrSnerratiC’ b^thJ'agged and Again the punting team 
wek«hfn h hat rtwo 1,1131)16 to Stop Dave Clarke as he
mephnl thi ‘(lJ,|)etterrshap® b®fore returned Gilpin’s punt to the York 
the Yofk^ootban fbi?C 066 S 3t twenty-eight- Ravensdale passed 

Pnnr nffXÏÏ Lf d‘ r u 28 yards to Wayne Cook for a 
Y<^™n°firniîngfWaSu,°ne ol tlie touchdown on the first play. Organ

wdad1sth0.COnVert ^ the SCL

jlnesmerrdisagreed'milonfXpass bleTon^the" Yor’k^0 Tta

threeliXe?and bSth roache’Tn Gryphon coach sent in Brad Hall at 
ESSE haî ™ feK quarterback but a goal line stand

11,6 GlKlphKbyrtsss1 ,::s
3 of’the’ffeld’ d“P m GUe'PhS SK «2 for Guelph. The

«à?* slïï: arv"f fts&s
h YoMhs"13'1 ftalnS, “h ft ‘"for",,?S

, s extensive attempts in the and Iaccino was 7 for 14 for the
second quarter were stymied by a other 111
SrXpnHnn k" Gryphon coach Dick Brown
rwUnX?i10h °[ n Fns^f pass by complimented the Yeomen for 
ha/pniT6 bahCkhDfVeuC,arke and their play. Brown, who hopes to 
^ThÆf pïia S0 hUfa Gue!ph‘ win the CCIFIC championship 
„ JJ* h„ f ended ,n a wild punting said, “I’m glad we played them

onafheaCJLteajT1ktrled t0 get now and not later. They’re a tough 
points on the board but neither team.”

team was successful.
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block for Yeomen halfback Don Gilpin against theGuard John Fitzgerald pulls out to 
Guelph Gryphons.

SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
RATES

was

for campus organizations:

column inch 
eighth page 
quarter page 
half page 
full page 
repeat insertion 
of the same ad

$ 2.80 
28.00 
56.00 

110.00 
220.00

10%off

monday 5 p.m. preceeding 
publication date

copy
deadline No stadium planned yet
phone
635-3800

excalibur
advertising

The appearance of the

Yor.k’s stadium, however, is still distant. A spokesman for campus
fyXai fu R' Daws°n. who is at present on vacation, told
H.ALAL1BUR that the campus planning department knew of no plans for 
a stadium in the near future.

Alumini Stadium was built with the help of a development fund loan for 
six hundred thousand dollars. The seats are prefabricated aluminum 
concrete supports. The stadium is also equipped with team rooms a 
women s change room, storage area, a trainer’s room, a meeting room 
anda sauna bath. On the second level is an area for several sports.

The loan will be repaid through gate receipts and donations.

on
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On CampusUniversity News
Copy supplied by Department of Information

Thursday, Sept. 24
1.00 p.m. to 4.00 p.m. - Development of Colour in Western Art, arranged 
and circulated by the Art Gallery of Ontario, Rm. S166, Ross Bldg.
2.00 p.m. - Computer services — all users of computer facilities, Rm. 
S170, Ross Bldg.
3.00 p.m. to5.00 p.m.-Film, The Hunters, Rm. E, Lecture Hall 2.
4.30 p.m. - Monthly Senate meeting — open to all members of the York 
Community, 9th floor, multi-purpose room, Ross Bldg. Obtain tickets 
from Rm. S945 up to 4.00 p.m. Thurs.
6.30 p.m. - Meeting flag football reps from each college for inter
university competition, 3rd floor, Tait McKenzie Bldg.
7.30 p.m. - Registration for the following Centre for Continuing Education 
courses.
Accounting 1,20 weeks, fee $50, Rm. 118, Winters College. Call 635-2502 for 
further info.
Management Theory and Practice, 12 weeks, fee $60, Rm. A210, York 
Hall, Glendon. Call 635-3276.

College E becomes Stong 
after York land owners

“The members of College E have 
been searching through the past 
year for a permanent name for our 
College. The fact that no name had 
been chosen for the college to 
honour a generous donor we ac
cepted as an opportunity to 
recommend a choice that would 
embody values and principles of 
what we hope the College will come 
to represent.

“In some respects, our search 
was one of elimination, first of the 
present name College E, then of 
any name of a person of renown.
From this experience, we arrived 
at the principles we wished to 
represent our choice.

“A large number of us were__
persuaded that the very anonymity
of “E” would in time misrepresent _ . . ■ “'■'■L 'S»
the positive character and strength \ .. ' :, -S
the College was already beginning r 
to develop.

■■'mm
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L : Friday, Sept. 25
10.00 a.m. to 12.00 noon - Dr. Charles Harris, Bell Telephone Labs, will 
discuss further research. Sponsored by psychology dept. Rm. 308, 
Behavioural Sciences Bldg.
7.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m. - Badminton, new members welcome, upper gym, 
Tait McKenzie Bldg.

■jtav Saturday, Sept. 26
HHfi Registration for the following Centre for Continuing Education courses.

9.00 a.m. - Effective Reading, 13 weeks, fee $45, B wing, York Hall, 
—-i,.. m Glendon. Call 635-2502.

English as a Second Language, 13 weeks, fee $60, Rm. A109, 217, York 
Hall, Glendon. Call 635-2502.
10.00 a.m. - Business Communications, 14 weeks, fee $60, Rm. A208, York 

-■yt Hall, Glendon. Call 635-2502.
— Creative Writing, 14 weeks, fee $75, Rm. A103, York Hall, Glendon. Call 

635-2502.
Recreational Soccer, new players welcome. On the soccer field. Call Roy 
Merrens 635-3215.
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Stong House — not a new building, just a new name.“We then considered a wide 
selection of individual’s names 
each one of them representing 
either significant achievements in 
art, literature, anthropology, that land granted to a citizen and 
science, education, politics, and retained by his descendents for 
international relations or im- many generations has become the 
portant services rendered to the earth for another kind of use, 
City of Toronto, to York University equally important in the context of 
itself, or to Canada.

which the University is built. during the War of 1812 the land was 
left to his three daughters, Mrs. _ . _ . „„
Insenh Hnllv Catharine Fisher Sunday, Sept. 26.
and Mrs. Daniel Stong. Mrs. Stong 2.00 p m to 5.00 p m. - Badminton, new members welcome, upper gym,
washe?dhby herdesceüdeÏTs from 1°« p‘JEff?*1 by WinterS 
1816 until 1952 (except for a brief College Council. Admission 75 cents, Rm. L, Lecture Hall 2.
period during which a son-in-law 
named Garret cultivated it.) In 
that year it was turned over to 
Central Mortgage and Housing and 
later was acquired by York 
University.

“It suggests a fact ot history —

serving as a source for the growth 
and development of minds and 

“After extensive discussion, we knowledge and skills, 
concluded that it would be a much
greater challenge for the College to “It seems to us appropriate that 
select a name of less obvious there should be some small bit of 
repute and to assume that the evidence preserved of a simple 
esteem attached to it as a college family who kept in their possession 
designation will be created by this for nearly a century and a half land 
and succeeding generations of which sustained them.

*" college members. We will attempt 
to create meaning for our name by 
what we do and what we stand for 
rather than take meaning from it.

Monday, Sept. 27
Registration for the following Centre for Continuing Education courses. 
5.00 p.m. - Management and Human Resources, 15 weeks, fee $125, Rm. 
A107, York Hall, Glendon. Call 635-2502.
7.30 p.m. - Management Accounting (Intermediate), 25 weeks, fee $80, 
Rm. A109, York Hall, Glendon. Call 635-2502.

“In proposing as our choice the Industrial Psychology, 10 weeks, fee $50, Rm. S127, Ross Bldg. Call 635- 
name of Stong College, we are 
challenging ourselves to fashion 
our own reputation. We are con
vinced that given the apportunity 12.15-12.45 p.m. - Conditioning for men and women. Mon., Wed., Fri. 
“Stong” will be known not only as Women, upper gym, men, main gym. Tait McKenzie Bldg. Call 635-3818. 
the name of the family who owned 3.30 p.m. to 4.30 p.m. - Tennis for beginners, Mon. and Wed. Founders 
the land but as one of York’s most 
distinguished Colleges.”

3276.
8,00 p.m. - Creative Drama, 10 weeks, fee $40, Studio Lab Theatre, 
Toronto. Call 635-3403.

“The ‘facts’ of possession are 
few : in 1803 the land on which York 
University now stands was granted 
by the Crown to one Jacob Fisher.

“As a result of all these con- When Jacob died in the army 
sidérations we have presented as 
our proposal the choice of Stong 
College. Stong meets all of our 
expectations, and it has the ad
ditional dimension of a kind of 
metaphorical rootedness in the 
history of York University.

Tennis Courts. Call 635-3818.
6.30p.m. to7.15 p.m.-Instructional judo, Mon. and Thurs. Tait McKenzie 
Bldg. Call 635-3818.
7.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. - Instructional swimming, beginners to senior Red 
Cross, Mon. and Wed. Tait McKenzie Bldg. Call 635-3818.
3.00 p.m. to 5.00 p.m. - Film, The Hunters, Rm. F, Stedman Lecture Hall.Faculty briefs

Tuesday, Sept. 28
Registration for the following Centre for Continuing Education courses.
7.30 p.m. - Management Accounting Advanced, 25 weeks, fee $80, Rm. 
A113, York Hall, Glendon. Call 635-2502.
Effective Behaviour, 10 weeks, fee $40, North York Public Library, Don 
Mills. Call 635-3403.
8.00 p.m. - The Living Theatre, 10 weeks, fee $40, Rm. 245, York Hall, 
Glendon. Call 635-3403.
Continuing Creative Theatre, 10 weeks, fee $40, Studio Lab Theatre, 
Toronto. Call 635-3403.
Instructional and Recreational.
3.30 p.m. to 4.30 p.m. - Intermediate and advanced tennis, Tues, and 
Thurs. Founders tennis courts. Call 635-3818.
4.00 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. - Dance, Jazz. Tait McKenzie. Call 635-3818.
6.30 p.m. to 8.00 p.m. - Diving, beginners to advanced, Tues, and Thurs. 
Tait McKenzie pool. Call 635-3818.
7.00 p.m. to 9.00 p.m. - Folk dance, Tait McKenzie. Call 635-3818.

PROF. STEPHEN BORINS Osgoode, has been elected Director of the 
“It is simply the name of the Canadian Judicial Conference and a member of the Area Committee, 

family who owned the land on York County Legal Aid Plan.
PROF. ROBERT CLUETT, English, received a Canada Council grant 

of $5,400 for a computer study of 37 Renaissance writers.
PROF. J. TAIT DAVIS, georgraphy, was appointed to the York 

University Project Planning and Evaluation Unit Project in Nairobi, 
Kenya, as technical adviser for the academic year 1970-71.

PROF. JAMES D. FLECK, administrative studies, has been ap
pointed Executive Director of the Productivity Improvement Project for 
the Ontario Government and will be on leave of absence from the

First senate 
meeting today

Items scheduled to come before university
Senate this afternoon for Profs! C. DAVID FOWLE, MICHAEL G. BOYER, BRIAN 
discussion and approval include: COLEMAN, and JAMES S. TAIT, biology, have been awarded a $40,000

. grant-in-aid of research by the Department of University Affairs for a
1. Report of the nominating multi-disciplinary research study of pesticides in natural communities,

committee re. nominations for the prof. E.P. FOWLER, political science, Glendon, and PROF.
positions of vice-chairman of MICHAEL GOLDRICK, political science, York read a paper on “The Wednesday, Sept. 30 
senate and academic colleague to Toronto election, 1969 patterns of partisan and non-partisan voting" to the 8.00 p.m. to 10.00 p.m. - Stargazing, Petrie Science Bldg. Observatory 

e ommittee ot Presidents of Canadian Political Science Association in Winnipeg on June 4. Registration for the following Centre for Continuing Education courses,
universities of Ontario. PROF. B.M. FROLIC, political science, read a paper on “social 8.00p.m.-Canadian Studies, Canada and the United States, 10 weeks, fee

science research in the USSR” to the Canadian Political Science $40, Rm. 217, York Hall, Glendon. Call 635-3403.
2. Recommendation of the Association in June in Winnipeg. 12.15 p.m. - Recreational soccer, every Wed. New players welcome. Call

senate executive committee that prof. IWONA GRABOWSKI, foreign literature, has been elected a Ray Merrens, 635-3215.
senate approve the report of the member of the Polish Research Institute of America 7.30 p.m. to 9.30 p.m. - Karate, beginners to advanced. Also Sat. (2.00 to
senate committee on examinations prof. R.H. HAYNES, biology, spoke on “Repair and replication of 4.00) Tait McKenzie. Call 635-3818. 
and academic standards £,NA in microorganism” and “reactivation and recovery processes” at 
respecting academic regulations yje Gessellschaft Fur Strahlenforschung in Munich, Germany, in June, 
proposed by the Glendon College 
faculty council and the council of 
the faculty of science.

PROF. RUTH HILL, biology, received the British Council’s Com
monwealth University Interchange Award to visit and lecture at the 
University of London and University College of Swansea last summer.

, . , PROF. P.K. KAISER, psychology, received a $1,000 grant from the
This afternoon s meeting ot poundation for the Prevention of Blindness for work on “vision 

senate, the first regular meeting of capabilities in the ‘low vision’ population”
the academic year, will be held at HCOLIN macaNDREWS, environmental studies, had an audience with Programme in English and the Department of English to celebrate the 
4:30 p.m. in the multi-purpose his Holiness The Dalai Lama during his visit to India in August and since 100th anniversary of the death of the English author will be held on the
roorn on the ninth floor of the Ross j^um has appeared on a number of television and radio programmes York Campus September 28-29.

including the Pierre Berton show, September 21. The two-day programme of events will include readings from Dickens,
PROF. H.N. MACFARLAND, natural science, was elected a Director by Professor Phillip Collins, University of Leicester ; showings of Dickens 

of the Ontario Section of the Air Pollution Control Association. films; the presentation of three papers on “Dickens and Melville : Our
PROF. D.E.S. MAXWELL, English, read a paper on “W.B. Yeats: Mutual Friends”, “Dickens as Earman, or a Voice Through the

poetry and politics in the thirties”, to the Association of Canadian Gaslight”, and “Dickens and the Painter’s Art”; a Victorian Banquet,
University Teachers of English, in Winnipeg in June. speeches by Robertson Davies, Northrop Frye, F.E.L. Priestly, and an

PROF. R.W. NICHOLLS, Director of CRESS, officiated at the evening of special entertainment, 
dedication ceremonies of the new physics research laboratories at the
University of Western Ontario, June 29. The atomic and molecular A fee of $15 covers all Festival events; however, students may attend 
physics programme at Western has grown directly from the work Prof, the films and papers free of charge. Those wishing to attend the “Dickens 
Nicholls began and subsequently directed prior to joining the York Centennial Festival" should contact Mrs. Olga Cirak, Graduate 
faculty in 1965. Programme in English.

What the Dickens?
A “Dickens Centennial Festival”, sponsored by the Graduate

For insertion in 
On Campus and the 
York Daily Bulletin, 

call 635-3441
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I THE
GREA test

TRADEGYj

T he greatest tragedy in our history was the 
total extinction of the Beothuk Indians of 
Newfoundland. The tradition among the 
Micmac Indians is that the French, 
exasperated by the petty depredations of 
the Beothuk, offered a bounty on their 
heads.

The more numerous Micmac Indians crossed 
from Cape Breton and hunted Beothuks for the 
bounty and their furs. The British attempted to stop 
their people from wantonly killing these Indians. A 
Proclamation of 1769 asserted that the colonists 
"treat the said savages with the greatest 
inhumanity, and frequently destroy them without 
the least provocation or remorse." The 
proclamation expressed "abhorances of such 
inhuman barbarity" and urged officers and 
magistrates to be diligent in apprehending of
fenders who were to be returned to England for 
trial. The proclamation was reissued in 1775 and 
1776, a sign surely, of its inobservance. In 1807 and 
1810 two additional proclamations were issued to 
the same end. The Beothuks, dwindling in numbers, 
retreated to the woods and a Proclamation of 1813 
indicates that communication was so totally absent 
that the Crown was offering 100 pounds reward to 
anyone who could establish dealings with the In
dians on a settled basis. But the Crown efforts failed 
and the last Beothuk died in 1829.

a I

Wouldn’t you like 
to graduate?

Saving is a lesson everyone should learn. And the 
Toronto Dominion Bank is prepared to show you all 
you’ll ever need to know about it lincidently, it's a very 
rewarding subject).

Once you understand what Saving is all about, well 
show you a couple of things about Chequing and 
Borrowing I we’ve got our Masters in making Student 
Loans).There's no enrollment fee. Simply visit a near-by 
branch and open an account.

Do it soon. It's the kind of thing you can take an 
interest in for the rest of your life.

i

Native Rights in Canada.

Toronto Dominion
the bank where people make the difference

only
four weeks 
to subscribe

IMICtS
OF FOUR DECADES

AL PURDY W.H. AUDEN

OCTOBER27th (TUESDAY)

Ontario's Al Purdy, winner of the Governor- 
General's Award for Poetry in 1966 and the 
President's Medal in 1964. A poet - whose 
reputation became nationwide in the 60's.

"One of the few very good poets since 1900"
- Charles Bukowski 

"The hottest poet in the country" - Robert 
Weaver

"The most admired of all Canadian poets 
publishing today" - Earle Birney

MARCH 1st (MONDAY)

One of the great literary figures of our time — 
perhaps the greatest still writing — poet, 
essayist, editor, perpetual rebel, will read and 
comment on his life and work. A truly special 
occasion.

JOSEPH ROSENBLA TT LAWRENCE FERLINGHETTI
MARCH 16th (TUESDAY)JANUARY 19th (TUESDAY)

Born in Toronto in 1933, Rosenblatt is one of the 
more promising young poets writing for the 70's. 
A Canada Council Award winner for his first 
book of poetry in 1966, L.S.D. Leacock, Rosen
blatt has since published Winter of The Luna 
Moth (1968) and was nominated for the Gover
nor-General's Award for Poetry. Presently 
working on a third book — "experimental poetry 
on bumble bees and crocuses". A fine poet and 
performer.

One of the founders of the "Beat Generation" of 
the 50's, Ferlinghetti is the author of A Coney 
Island of The Mind, Her, Unfair Arguments with 
Existence and Routines. Ferlinghetti says his 
poems are composed to be read aloud. "The 
sound of the street singer and the Salvation 
Army speaker is not to be scorned. . A unique 
reading.

Subscription to all four:

BURTON AUDITORIUM 
BOX OFFICE 
635-2370

$6.50 ($4.50 York Staff; 
$3.00 students)

I
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APOLITICAL INTELLECTUALS

One day 
the apolitical 
intellectuals 
of my country 
will be interrogated 
by the simplest 
of our people.

when someone within them
begins to die
the coward's death.

They'll be asked nothing 
about their absurd 
justifications 
born in the shadow 
of the total lie.They will be asked

what they did
when their nation died out
slowly
like a sweet fire 
small and alone.

On that day
the simple folk will come,
those who had no place
in the books and poems
of the apolitical intellectuals,
but daily delivered
their bread and milk,
their tortillas and eggs,
those who mended their clothes,
those who drove their cars,
who cared for their dogs and gardens
and worked for them

And they'll ask:
"What did you do when the poor 
suffered, when tenderness 
and life
burned out in them?"

No one will ask them 
about their dress, 
their long siestas 
after lunch
no one will want to know 
about their sterile combats 
with "the idea 
of the nothing."
No one will care about 
their higher financial learning. 
They won't be questioned 
on Greek mythology 
or regarding their self-disgust

-from Otto Rene Castillo

«
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